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COUP. ~7/78 
department of 
Ity "is a bit em- 
imat turnout but 
ted it to do - get 
people involved. It really doesn't matter where, - 
just as long as they get off their butts and par- 
Ueipate." Dufty Initiated the challenge with 
Terrace because of his familiarity With the town 
- he-was recreation director • until August 77. 
l)ufly pointed out thatin lieu of the Terrace turn. 
out people,in Vernon are getting together to rally 
forth and beat the Terrace points. Dufly hopes 
lhe event will become an annual one. More on 
thechnl lenge nn'page 5. 
CASAW Kitimat votes 
• • . , .  Terrace... .,  ..... may . .  get  b,s..., willbe.enfrdm6a.m,'buttheburgainingpower 
i. ~ ' ' ! ' i' ' . .Members of the toS:lSa.m.andfrom 1:45 would be greater, if the 
• , Canadia.n Assoelatiou of p.m. to 5:30 p.m. Union vote were to pass, the o'p'en- m 'arketp iace Smelter and Allied hal ivotingwti lbeirom9 merger would effectively Workers Leeal  i in a.m. t  5 p.m. begin at that tim ." 
' FdUmat, Kemano and the ..Kemano voters may .. In the r, unning the lone 
• region will be going to the cast their ballot from 7:30 candidate for president in 
,~ 'polls April 20-21. The vote to 9 p.m. the.executive election Is, 
will  decide ~the new ..Advanced voting ~ Alex Loker .  Loker 
: , . . • executive of the union take place at the union receiver the title ?by 
Terrac.e'conid. got,,,.an ".This .~ .~t  o f  the; market group j)rop~, ed a theexcept]on of.petatees, organization'; stall rental :~dr.ndeueim~e on  ~,a. hall April 14, 17, !8, and acc.lamatien":and has n.o 
, . , . . . ' :  • • • . " • ~ - , . .  , . . • - 
'mdnthslif,~,cpanel[ap- loeai foods sourees at the/ ' .... . . , L~ volumesma~rketed by the This was:~one point~ ~nnc, P.AtM~W ,,.~.. :,. ,~ . .  .'" 
proves~'~adl ~pplieation householdlevel,'! he~said.*~: • The type of crops which large stores. " . : which anneared ' tO -=: -° -L~"=:= . . . .  " . . . . . . . . .  . . -nion,.merger _be~.gsought after by Ken 
f rdma group o f in -  The fa!Tn and gmrden are' ~r0 ,~'~loeally are "F lea  market tvne , concern S~)~e council a .a  me ~.._~.., m.emner proposal=: " rue"  on- uan and-Ai'~Naraasen. ~ 
. . . . .  "~ . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . .  " ........... ~,~. ..... "; - :., . . . . . . . .  " .' ' ,~. ~ ,- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : su'o,, g C A~Aw umou; -i Jeotives of ~le two unions The [ice of P~xd in  
goes ~ Y .s ,  l a~ '~,  ~ i l e c t i n o  • q~e ~l i ;~r  ini~i;Iret Aherley stated .,h~.;.~::...~,...~..,~ _~... o ~ a t h e  .p.n.t.: .de.oeratl~ran]R ~ .e , ,  .oy.: Bm B ovmgton* ann, 
- - , - -  -~-~-~- , - - , , ,~ , , - - - . ,  o ,  o .- ,..,. ~, j , v . . ,~ .  , , ,~,, , , , . ,o , , , , ,  " ales union n " . . . . . .  ' ' ~ ' • ~ . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  " , , . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . .  ~ g , . . . .  nil, union' movement  in,  Mike rhelan - accordin to s kesman Fall Aber e ~ tb ld  arts ortation . . . . . .  e ~ to . . . . . . . . . . . .  . g PO . ,  . .~ Y . . . .  :, , .  t r .p  , , . . . .  :Th gr0uP  ns  ,~ ,operate under re  ular . . . . . .  . .. . ,  
for, ~-the group Doug council, and wot~l '~  packa~ng, advertislna rate the mar~e~t under" business l icenees gJ bUt Kemane '  and~ihespjtal, .Canada..We;would still ..... Members are urged to 
Aberle • :, , , - ,and,  is holdon Satord ';s: from " --~,:Opa . . . . . .  , r tan~ gate voung ~oxes nave 0ur iooa laumnomy.vote  ' " " " Y" ~'  = t . . ~ay . . . . .  and p~mesl  plant costs one busmees permit with council referred the  ~ ~ . . . • : . . . .  
direeuy tind .the mc ap~ox~mamysa.m:~l  of the provincial or a small core of  local p~roposal to the general / ,~ ,~ -m~ -m-~ • " i  
that the:Terrace area is p ,m.  : . multinational- stores," res idents  be ing  government conlmittee - i :,~l~t,-~]t1~l, tn  l~/II '~J~ l~l~tdl~t~z'~ " 
b lesseiwith, amaritl.me Res idents  o f - the  Aberley Said, and with respons ib le  fo r  forfurtherconsidaration, k.YJ~JkK~K~JIJI.gl, J .V J . ' e i  e J.~t.~.~Jt,&.k,~ " 
emnate anu non nver ureater  "t~erraee area . " ' i.~ :~', • . , " " 
p]anner,-polnton.OuzS°ils''Aherley .a .iregiona,,at would lz~ attraeted.to t h e "  d.°~.,nt.°wn , a ~ :  o .rob marKe~ ndb~cad~woulu ' ' I~DO t , , .m - . . . . .  _ . " .......... ; *  _ . . _ .  ....T,,,.,.= ,e  . . . . . . .  at t e d e  a l  b u d g  r - - / -  " 
locally'grown fruit rind/: ~irry on to do their " ' ' "" . . . . .  ' ionai"t'a/Iroads between now/..' 
vegetables currently:, shopping a t  other ~ '~ .~.~C~'~]F~ve~b-~A' I -e  - -e - J ' - -~v~c~ea Skeena-M. P. Imbllcwillnowb~abieto 
have no sales outlet, and d~Wntown stores, he st/id, Campagnolo's Comments and  1983.. . . . . .  .pL,'chase~ a fixed term 
by ' , telephofie to the .. vt  spocim interest ot plans and,(2) Theywill be 
the proposed market  which would lle an oh-' . ' I-leraldimmediatelyaftor Terrace and distr ict:  offered • a Registered 
would promote the  vious benefit to local the budget,was brought Fumilyfarmsean, nowhe Ret i rement  Income 
development •of- local business. Ch ickens ,  ducks ,  mnss",caused by the been dealt with by down hv'J~an Chretieu, left to chtldren and heirs Fund. " .  . ' "  - 
a'oduee as an industry. The spokesman for the pigeons, ' goats and pigs, animals, district employees. Monda~night . . provided they,, remain ~ '  Regal'ding :Bill",C-28, 
• ' wore evicted from three  Theanimal control by- . Photographs o f  the ~.; i "  ' . agriculture, •tree o f  Skeena MP Ibna Cam. 
Keith Avenue p~perties law states that no -illegally kept  animals "This is a very serious inheritance -duties;• ~ : pagnolohed this essay, in ' " 
• after ,•Terrace dmtriet/ animals," other than were obtained and the budget for seriousfimes;-" Loggers' will not  be '~ the/ ,  ~telephone ".. c'.bn- 
, administration rece ived domestic/dogs and cats "o f fend ing .  par t ies  ,•, it includes re'any ira- charged room and board versation with the Daffy 
By Joy Allan $150 was donated by a number of complaints are allowed "within notified by mail that the pertant items, A few, while living in bush. Herald from the corridor 
f rom sur round ing  d is t r ic t  boundar ies , ,  animals must .  be things of special interest campe: ,  -'in the House of Com- 
Whoopee!  Bul ls ,  North Country Sports homeowners, except'in rural zones, removed, to my 'Northwest B.C, ' "Sales Tax Pinn. ,Hall mons: ~ • 
broncs ,  -barbecue ,  Ltd.  and the~ J i inmy At Monday's meeting, The 5000 ,block Keith is constituents are: The I00 ,proVinces decide to come "Bill C-28 puts theCivil 
cowboys ,  danc ing ,  McRae memorial:tr0PhY coimcil reeeived a ,letter not zonedrural. 
wa'terhale..just.a few, of was carved and don~ited percent' industrial tax in and accept he federal Serviceon the same basis 
incentive ' writeoff in government's of fer  to as the rest'of us.who are 
gispiOx rodeo 
• Under the by-law, the 
the rangy, many  'at-:by K'San. . . . .  from one resident - ~ ~ .... property owners could 
tractions iif,~,the famous: The Valley- eompl=ilning ~of "the ,. Counc il::~as informed face fines of up to ~00 per Re  s ear  c h nd  help reduce the in. the private, sector. Kispiox . [; a 
annual Kisp~Ox;',Vsl!ey Rdde0 is biggest 'non-i ificonvenience of ' the  by ':administration' that day if they continuedto Development that climbs proVincial sales tax, this Civil Servants are well 
Rodeo. i ' •  .... sanstioned rndeo in,B.C;| .smell.,,. and, the,unsightly the• probl~rn~had. . already keep the animals.. " to,150 percent.after tax,  will mean a $I.I bWion paid and now have good 
'., The /~leo, scheduled The rode0 has bben going[ : cost. or as little as 20 tax cut to Canadians. ' fringe benef.its." 
ngforalinost30 years[ Cents on the dollar for " "The reduction in the ,When will the Skeena 
and still has the help[ company research. , sales tax of two percent ~member be in the riding 
~ome of the ' original[ Transportat ion and :will ca/me an increase inl- again? : , • / 
bo~!~vho helped get[ Railways: - Modernizing consume" deniand and  : .  
rodeo its' feet inl of equipment, main- lower priCns:directly. ', "I will,be in SkeenaY 
tainance ;of ti'ackage, ;*This should strengthen she said,',"as soon as the 
signalling, motive power ~eprivate sector without Prime Minister 'drops 
and rolling stock - this is direct government in- the Writ' In other womb, 
needed. An incentive for. tervention, as soon as he calls a 
these items is given in _ "Registered federal election." .... And 
9 " increased cap i ta l  ~tetirement Sav ings  when will that be . Oh,I 
allowances.in the budget Plan. The budget 0ffers don't think you wJl!,have 
fo r  all depreciable two new, more flexible very long to wait, she 
equipment purchusedby alternatives: ( I )The  laughed. 
[this yejlr ..for ,June 10th strong foralniost 30 i ,t.,..,.., oH in nhi,;, 
[and llth has promi.sed to how , . w.  vwu. ,~ . i .  v ran. , "' .. , . 
loutdo,'"itself, for thi.~ of so  f t e' r * ,, , ; ~ ' " ,- 
l year ' s  performances, cowbo~!~Nho elpe . "Tk .oa  n,d ,1 . . ,o - . . ,ms . .A  Ts i ta , ( sAa  
[There a~ 14 different he deo on its' , .nsswuv w in  wss,  ww ~ wuns iu~"  sw sussuuu 
events driiv/ing ~coWboys the beginning Some of . . . .  • '~ ' " ' [o__= _ . . . . . . .  .;~, ,.._.I ,h^ . . . .  ,..,..- "~.;a...~ . - - , .  ' : A learning experience photos used in the mni'e aware of the reality 
111"Oi l l  ' t i l l  .UV~r '  D .~, . '  ~ . .u .  u !~ ~;uwuu~ya , , L ; .UU~ Om;eu "¢0"  , , -1 , ,16  . . . .  ho  h ,~, , ,~  ' ~^-~ . . . .  " - -e  - - - - . . .=- - ,  - - I , ]  , ,  
I& l l~a l ,  f~  *~ ' ' :  ' ' . 1 [ ~  m~UV t imes '  eur l r l ln  A , auu~a w c~v~ q .V , t~gt : . .  • u i 'g rowu~;  mu. .  , 
I • .eta, . . . .  ,~ ~Mon'hnd br0no 'chum"ion "red • re red r have c e to We all, members of the ,W~throughta Toronto 
l ,k . . -  o~., . ;olo---qions ~. , .nho .  o~ ~o..,.. the stage m life when group,, feel that the at- representative thin far 
I~'~"-~?-v'~,;,;~ov~.'~'hese Al'len."'to'men~on a" f '~  "purpo~' is a problem .tit.ude in Ca~da toward , north?, The Visit was. in 
l;~i,'~'~/l"an'a~i"a/otmd Wi~h the ca l ib re~f  eontimes to be available :sgmg and aged people reaction toan  invitation 
I - " -  '- . . . . . .  = . . . . . .  i . . . . . .  i . . . . .  h I to pgopl~' in Terrace mustbe  chang,.ecl, t The sent'out by the Labour leownoy trophy saume, cowooy~ ncreus nK eac I ;'The~e "l- '  ^- :~""  " ~ ' . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  "" - ' "  " ,,~,,,a ,~a= i,,, ~;1 Unu,e ,,~,*r tho i"te, '~tsho-,n n, u u -unes  ']s'"a "attimoe~auopteuoy~sa~e Auvisory - uoar~ ot 
[~'~-":.~-s'~dons~d"b'v Ba~:;'{,'bit of" luck" an,] lot of [ 'slid, e ' t spe  ' montage  people is influenced "by" Terraee~.nd istrict' to 
[ ~ f f ~ " "  ~ ~ " ~" " ~ r " . . . .  "~ *h'~, ' ' :a  . . . . .  m[  ' examining the tim~- this social perspective." invits D~Hs to present the 
In~,,,*',, ~, o ~ W"v : :  ,, "?~ " , " " ~ . . - " ' 1  .w~.~in~ n.d ~ ia i  ef - *  , ~ , .n . ,o~; ,  .;." ms , .~ . ;n .  
lPlumbing An all arouno conunueto grow.:;mggerl ~;:=7:'-~ --'-._.-=: - . . . .  - - .  • -- " . . . . . .  ~' . . . . . . . . .  ~' . . . .  
• . . . .  P "  , ,  • ~ . . . .  ~_ . . : ,  , .... ~,:,~:us m B~rowmt; om In uor l s  carrion .on m,  cow irl tropny valueu at ~ oeuer ~, [ g ' " ' " ' "  | Cahada and in China explain the 'feelings of Bill Horswill of the 
' . . . . .  ~ : ~ , ' ; . ~nt r idS  discussed "in • use'lessness held by some Labour AdVisory Board 
'~ - -~. . . ;  &.~. . ; I i . - - i  ~, L . . -~£ c~m.mon reference to when they reach the  says theinvitationwasto 
:, oumn• ~I[JlIMF ON llt~Ul ~ch o~er not in com- magic age:of six~-flve.,/, promote and expand the 
~ " • _.~: ' ' _ _ . '  ' ', 0armon tO, nacn other, '"When the sixty4iveyear " uleas being discussed in 
• ~.~[ , , ,s~,~, ,~ ' |a ,  Am'  ~baam~ , .~ Sixty-four, year young threshold,is passed most the Northwest Outlook, a 
~[ I /~ l i l l  ] l l . .~ l l l  ~ IkUUIE~ ' ~Doris ' Marshall ' o f  peopleare considered - or. {;tudy •of political and 
• ":". , .' . . . . . .  ' ' / Toronto has been visiting consider: themselves - economic involvement in
The semi-trailer which head, 5 • ..~ / the region presenting the useless'./i~ We are a t -  the third ~orld. China's 
plunged into the Skeena One.' /unconf i rmed.  slide-taRe m untage.to temPting to•change this presence in the : DEA 
River about 16 miles east source reportea t.nat ,an groupSotagea concerned feelings. As a group in a montage make it par- 
'of Terrace Sunday ,was uniden~f i~bus'unver~ citizens. Dor i s  city where .there is a ticular,y relavent'to the 
recovered at about 8:30, rnu~e~m ' t 'nnce t~rge  represents-a group, the~ large population'of aged Outlook. ' ,, 
p.m.Monday> . , discov.eredM.acKe~ieon group 'that .set-up.~/the peopleitisimpertantthat The presentation takes 
The severely damaged the sine el me roan ann tonnage, ann calls Itself we have our meetlngs ina place today at 2:30 p,m. 
1977 Kenworth and its ~ove him to hospital. Deveiopm,ent/ Education. place; a te  time, andin a at the , Skeena View 
contents of 30,00Opourids "M~cKenz|ewasna~ing in Action (DEA) - a way thatis convenient to  Lodge ; ' tomorrow,  
of meat were estimated the load of meat  from program with. senior tliose who would most Thersdey, at 2 p.m. in the 
to~e worth $120,000, Edmontonto Tet'raqe and .adults. : '*, ' ' benefit f~om them..-All Senior.Citizens' room at 
~)wneranddrivero~the Prince Rupert at th~ time "We first got•together we have to~ offer is a the arena .  
trhck Ray MacKenzie of of. ~e mishap,.. The onthe in~piratipnof :.the chance at a learning" All are urged to attend' 
Edmonton, escaped from hanging sides st meat late., ~ur . .  u0roo~ experience which has and get involved, "Old 
the accident and 'was' apparently started, to Strutners ,WHO, 'spen. tmen.enough toget every' people have to do what 
tr~ted at Mills ,Memorial sway and MacKen.zie lost/ some.time m umna a.na ..group which has viewed they want to do'!, ,s~iys 
Hospital f(~r a cut on the Control of the trUCK, proviueo some of, me me montage to ne much Marshall, 
I 
i 
i 
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PAGE 2, THE HERALD, Wedr~esday, Ap?II 12, 1976 
• , -  Highlights of Monday Terrace Soh0ol District meeting 
By F.M. Hamilton, Heller regarding the B.C.S.T.A. School Van, Road, Hazelton Lots 3, 4, and 5 by September Top Contest be thanked for their recent efforts. 
Districts Superintendent of Schools dalism Study. A report is expected in late May 1978." , 14. learned from M~;s. E. Johnson that the 
THE BOARD: " 1979. This motion was tabled to the next Board registration and othei" arrangements for Ker- 
, mode Theatre are ~rogressing as planned. 
4. heard a report from Mr. Hamilton that the M e e t i n g . .  15. commented favorably upon the impressive 
I. agreed to give sup~rt in principle to a parents of David Thums, resident of Cornwall,, 8. agreed to a proposal of the Rentals Committee list of performances which have taken place in 
proposal for the initiation of a "Block Parents have requested.permission for David to attend for a new schedule of teacherage rents to be tlm R.E.M. Lee Theatre since its opening and 
Program. m the Terrace-Thornhill Elementary . Caledonia Senior Secondary in. the 1978-79 school effective September 1. 1978. The new rates will approved the suggestion that Mr. Stefan Cieslik 
Schools. Mrs. L. Brock will be contacting year. . be anincrease of 10 percent on specific units. 
schools in a few days regarding this proposal. 5. granted a leave of absence (the 1978-79 school 9. agreed to review the rents on other be complimented for his work as' Theatre 
2. received a letter from Mr. E. Bergman, year) for a teacher to return to the University of teacherages at the next School Board Meeting. Manager. 
District Superintendent of Education, Gitksan- Victoria to complete her degree.' 10. received a request from the Royal Canadian 16. Report of the Committee of the Whole 
Carrier ~ District regarding the proposal for 6. accepted, with regret, the r..e~ignations of two Legion for the use of Skeena Junior Secondary (a) that the Vice Principalship of Caledonia 
District No. 88 to take over the operation of the teachers -.Mr. Roger Prior -:teacher - Caledonia School gym for the purposes of holding a dance Senior Secondary School, effective September 1, 
Kispiox Federal School. It was pointed out that Secondary. Ms. Sheila Ryan--" teacher - John on June 10, 1978 and agreed, to the submission. 1978, be Offered to Mr. Barry Church. " 
the Board's deadline of March 31, 1978 for in- Field Elementary. 11. approved the Extended Field Trip Ap- .(b) that the Board discontinue the position of 
elusion of the Kispiox School for the 1978-79 7. received a report from Mrs. E. Johnson, plication submitted by Mr. Venables to take a Principal of Kitwanga Elementary School el- 
School Year has passed. Trustee, recommendir/g "that priority be. given group of Hazelton Secondary Biology 11 students fective June 30, 1978. 
3. listened to an interim oral report from Mr. to replacing the five teacherage units on River to the Prince Rupert area in May. (c) that the Board appoint a supervising prin- 
12. heard a ' report  from Mrs. Nan Harrison cipal of Kitwanga Elementary -' Junior Secon- 
equipment used , , , ,p , ,  ~ , -~o-on ' - " ' -  a"""*a' concerning the Copper Mountain Adventure dary School effective September l. 1978. Playground. 17• The next School Board Meeting will be held on 13. agreed to a proposal by Mrs. Nan Harrison April" 24, 1978, with the in-$.amera session 
commencing at 7:30 p.m. and the open portion of !? UcPwadve te Q 01 telephone syst that  theorgan izerso f theSc ienceFa i r ,  and in  . . • l i l I '  particular, the organiz rs of th  Reach for the the meeting starting at 8:00 . .m. 
A l TAX l  C H A N G E S  'i~ ! ' ' ' ' : ' : ' : ' : ' : ' ' : ' : ' ' '~ ' ' ' "  ................................................................. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i "gi " That decision was directly "related to "the " digital 'equipment marks VANCOUVER(CP)--:.':~ ' ~ ~ . [ ~ a ,  tte [~ l ldL"~l l l~ l l f~  ~.! 
system will be placed in based, in part, on the tact introduction of digital the completion of a five- Yellow Cab general "i: ~ ~ J  ~ l  ~ VV O U ~  i I~  ~ ~,~ i: 
service this month on the that a digital system is equ ipment ,  rad io  year program of im- manager Thomas Scarr '.i:i ~ ~ ~ J /  . . . . . . . . .  _ . :.:i 
rugged, rain-sweptQueen ot as susceptible to the engineers have also set provementandexpansion said Tuesday the com- i:i: ~ ~ ltlA  I : .#ad  ~| l l l  ~ "~ 
Char lo t te  I s lands  same signal fading up ~a space diversity of the telephone system pany is considering use of :!:~ .~/  . nu1 I IOJtUM gun vmn i: 
marking the first time problems encountered antenna arrangement in in that area, during ~vhich strongboxes bolted to taxi !:!: J i t~ /  ' - ,  ~ ~l, ~lm~. = _ . ' ii 
this technique has been with an analogue system, Queen Charlotte City ~ time B•C. Tel has spent frames following the i[i! ~  mUs I01 ulreolror¥, != 
used commercially in especially in coastal  help counter the signal about $900,000. second holdup of a .  : i : ~  . , w 
British Columbia's areas. . fad ing  prob lem.  Bill Fagervik, plant. CvOemkPanYFod~iverwithin a i : i~ ,~]}  ' TERRACEVETERINARYMEDICALCENTRE.635"3300 :i'. telephone network. _ Bains explained.that as B a s i c a l I y, t h e supervisor for the Queen 
n ~ wo~ i= S~ndin" me water o[ ~e~oegam arrangment.involves use Charlotte Islands; said . lowing the i ' i :~~ AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL- 635-2040 ' !~ 
. . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ " " latest cncident Tuesday i!ii . ~  " ~3s 94~0 ' :':" . . .  lmet rises ana taus wm of two antennae set - '  . . . . . . . .  $325,000 to ~mprove me the tides it inte -t . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ .  me utu anu new systems Paul Birchard, 18, of no :::: ~[,,~ - aovos BODY SHOP - " ' ; i  • qumity" . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ot service tOT s~ . . . .  - . . . . .  ? dittering heights wren .will work in parallel for a with the ramo s~gna~ tidal mo m " • fixed address, was to :::: "~ - " :": t-lo'-hone users residin,, . . . . . . .  ve entresultsln few weeks unhl the, in~ ~,~ndspit and Queen~ oemg,, [ransml[[en. • . the radio s~gnals . . . .  company, is certain the appear in court today | '~  ~X ~ x  TERRACE OIL BURNER SERVICES - ~3S-4227 
~,~.~,.**.. ,~=,,, ,~,,, .. The slgnalbouneesoff becoming out-of-phase digital s stem is func charged with robbery. I /U , l .~ l  ~r~l_ 'T s~s9393 
. . . . .  ., me wau~r anu wRen me for one antenna theo "-^- "-'--: . . . . . . . . . . . .  Driver Gordon. Jarnell, • • ~ '  . ~'  THE HOBBY HU - - 
, t t lu l l ;  t lU i l l l l  smoo[ l l l  ne 
project wm provlae more • g Y" ~ 5a!!~dkt ee ~heb~wra~s b~ r Otnatl~ L Is ted  ~ :E 2 R2~ ~AR~AWORK i ~:P34 : • • water reaches a certain • • 23, was robbed of $122 • rehable service between ~ ....  ~,,~=,.,.~,~,~ ^.., ^ ¢ antenna should• be m estimates the analogue 3$ 2238 •. ,~-,;,,,,~o,e,,o=s~.- uu~ u, nasa an(= recelvin a " the twocommunltms. The ,,i, . . . . .  a ~,..~.o ,,, ¢..~^ P . . . g system will be phased out w 
o,. . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ma . . . . . . . . .  =, . . . . . .  r ~'.;?y~. ,~,,,- ~ys . . . . . .  ,,,~,~. gooa s~gna]... . in May sometime. That I 7 
water that voice wimanana, io.gue.syste.m, # Owen said that the total work will be done by loca] ~uurt. Meanwhile, police ~,~f '~r~ I Free-for  ONE month courtesy of THE 
messa,,es must travel is "vacKgrouno clrctu¢ Rome cost for replacing the old service,  technicians. 
subjec~ to extreme tidal m~eases_as ~ne_signa~ analogue system is Harvey Gilber't and Vince said the have no leads in | ~ ~ I &~' ~ DALLY HERALD 
change and reflective sun [aue.~ a ,u  _t~e_~r_cu~.c " $325,000, with $165,000 Bennett. " the death of Thomas Man ' 
ra,,s that-In,, havoc with u~Fu.'"~ .prugreas.=vmy being spent on digital A similar digital _Tan_g, 26, shot, March. 29 If you wish your Business Phone  ~ I ~  ~ l ~ i ~  
normal ~'m~ethods of no,star aria un.usu.aqm.o radio equipment from sys tem connect ing  mmrapparenuy remsmg , . . .. nml~" lnn- 'mi l /  
A cnarac[er~suc oz N] . . . . . . . . .  "ppon Electric Vernon and Revelstoke is to hand over $70. Jisted for your customers pmase cau ~ ~  ~ ~ m  [eJepnone [ransm]ss]un . . . . . .  
engmeers,'P~'" Mon~ Bams" and'P'~l digltal.lthat .. .... thereradI°'IS" -.h°wever'lt[[le" ,=°r.... n]S~to a...sNIpp°nuppher," . waS.he Scontlnued,elee.ted as planned for 1979.  :.:~:~;~:~-.~;~..~.~:~:~'~:~;.~.~:~:~:~:~:.:~:~:~:~:~.~.~.:~-.~.~%~.:.~.:~.:.:~.~:~.:.::~:~:~f-:;:;:::.-:~:-:-:.:.:~:.:.:.:~:-:.::::~:~: 
Neville-Owen,said the u.e.~,a..~,= "nder "'su=cl~ .occa~e. me company 
decision to install the new qua~=.~. = . . . . .  has a tot ot experience . . . :.. . . . .  ~:~: '~ '~"  
equipment was made a ,=ona)uons..m . o~r  with digital equipment, • . : ~,!=,~:. , :~~ 
year ago and will result in woras, c~rcm~, qu ,~y plus it had equipment ~' ~ .~:~; :~~.  
the replacement of remains essen~haeaYi~na ~ which met B.C. Tel's -- I 
analogue quipment that .same wnemer g . specifications for the ~ • 
fl~orS served ~eeaCrsh. arl°ttes ~SAt~thSouS~h°ngt°ri;eaz~t Q~l~n Cihar~°~ea~i'on f ~ [ [ IpP '~ I 
P iup:isummer games: . . . .  " a s s e s  r . . . . .  ' . • t ; ~o: •, * • ,  ~ | 
Kitimat City Council smiles~ when council eastward. PWA now has L " ~  k~"~ 
met .Monday AprillO to received some $2,391 in planned a set of flights 
cover matters of provincial grants for the but they are. 'milk stops' 
recreation, alcohol promotion of the 200 year that make the flights 
licensing, and tran-  celebrations, costly and inefficient to p 
sportation. Alderman Patzelt,  the airline. • p . . ,  
A letter of bid request member of the 25 year Burnett says the ~k 
was received by the committee, says a day in company will look a t  
council for the 1979 June has been 'set aside having a major city-stop . 
flight plan set up where. summer games was for Captain Cook day. ~ @.~~ 
received by council yet Flags, buttons, and other small towns are served . ,~ ~' 
the option for Kitimat to promotional goods are by a separate plan to that ~ ~? ~:' 
bid on the games was available td the com- of the main traffic. 
declined, mittee for use in The license change 
"We don't have the celebrations: must come from the 
facilities. Thetime of the Transportat ion in government • so Bur- 
games will be right in the Kitimat has long since netthas notified Iona 
middle of a major con- been a controversial re- Campagnolo. IT'S CLOCK STOPRNG 
struction period for occurr ing problem. Alberta transportation 
recreation facilities," A lderman Burnet t  "commission will be SUPER SHOPP ING T IME ATTOYOTA DEALERS 
~v~ recreation airector received a letter from .visiting Kitimat this 
Jon Gurban. PWA stating that the spring if council can set ACROSS BRITISH COLUMBIA .  
The games will have a company will be sending establishe a date for the W TO--E'REOUT SELL Kitimat bid in the future marketing personnel to visit, according to 
Gurban  assures ,  the Kitimat area as soon BurneR. 
Facilities must first be as the labour dispute is The commission will be 
built to capacitate the full over• surveying the area for 15OO NI;W TOYOTA s scale activities involved Marketers will look at possible port sites• 
in summer games, he the feasability of having All business over with 
explained• license change "to ac- before the clock struck 
Captain Cook's b i - comodate  the traffic one hour -- the meeting F TODAY 
centennial made for some from Kitimat-'ferrace adjourned. 
Canada Post to mark  THROUGH THWWEEKEND! 
Capt. Cook bioentenary I 
Ottawa -- The feature a portrait of Cook Lamontagne in making 
Lamontagen,H°n°urable J. Gilles by Nathaniel Dance and a the announcement. "He l, ~e,..,n ~t'a"rtingt°'day! "l°y°a dea~rs tn~- "' ~tb°~ a~g .~uper PP oTime. Stopin "are eS~oCiall~n~CIW~cYl~ Postmaster water color of Nootka charted both the east and . --,. ~rnls~uoiumvmatrestop~noaCross 
General, announced Sound by John Webber, west coasts ofCanada [ ~*~ clock* td give you more Super Shopping ' anoseewl~yw.ee~y: Ifyou..carlfnda 
today that Canada Post an artist in Cooks crew. and was the first toi~:::.'. I' Time-right hrough the weekend,mo o ~ m ~ . ~ .  caner vui,[ small car or truck 
will honour one of the The Dance painting, on recognize the remendous, i ~_~ Wo~l!!re~~e~tO!~~. ha! a~To ~ ,  , •. ,.. , 
greatest explorers in permanent display at the breath of the continent, rr 
Canadian h i s to ry ,  Nat iona l  Mar i t ime Cook has been called the 
Captain James Cook, Museum, London, was greates t  e:cplorer-  
with two stamps to be the last portrait of Cook seaman of all time; he 
issued on 26th of April. before his death in the was a skilled navigator I 
This year is the 200th Hawaiian islands in 1779. and observer,, and his 
I anniversary of Cook's William Reuter prepared journals and charts were third voyage and his the designs .dnd  a legacy for future ex- 
w,..st explorations theA t l wo coast, of 14-cent 28.5 of million Canada's stamp  of stare typography "Can dians p' fOPowebOth a plorers CovOfficial of ~vili thebear First continent." a  Day Ot- i[ "~m e s~ay v , ~ ~  ~ ~  ~ "~:::::it~l[31, 
will be printed in a great debt to Captain tawa cancellation, and a 
checkerboard pattern by Cook and the courageous Victoria, B.C. has I~een 
Ashton-Potter Limited of menwho sailed with chosen fort this stamp 
Troronto. The stamps him," siad Mr. launch. . NOW THROUGH'  YOU ASKED FOR IT. YOU GOT IT. 
Gives laser secrets to U.S.S.R. THIS wEEKEND TOYOTA 
prof. still getting Fed grants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  A receive grants from the wasdelivered to Moscow SEE YOUR TOYOTA DEALER TODAY[ 
Carleton University Nat ional  Research 
lphrofessor hande.d over to Council, Progressive against a specific request 
e Soviet Union a so- Conservative MP Tom from the research council " TERRACE 
phisticated laser device Cossitt said Tuesday. and the RCMP by Prof. Terrace Motors Ltd. 
against he request of the 
RCMP's security service Cossitt told the Com- Johannes Koningstein, an 4916 Hwy #16 West " 
but has continued to mons the scientific device Ottawa resident. ~ Tel: 635-65~.8 
,t 
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Te lkwarepor t  ' Vanderhoof guide denies ' 
Uses of  Northwest resources improper license issued 
March 1978. school and college level programme will not show paper. A large number of 
This is the second the programme is ex- for another 80 or g0 years reports /md studies it on A retired inspector for deal in Vanderhoof in1968 purchase was completed, cheque was cashed to 
public report frord the panded to include work - -  that is how long the our shelves but people the fish and wildlife invo lv ing  Ar thur  Mrs. Rogers said she lodge a complaint. 
Telkwa Foundation's on natural resource trees take to grow. need a working unit tobe branch told a provincial Balcombe. a former sent the money, her 
Habitat North project, conf!icts. , The other panacea convinced.Pilot project inquiry into the licencing branch employee who cheque was cashed and "But I didn't get my 
Currently funded by a in March the ' often quoted is improved funds are available . of guide outfitters that his was then the local con- she did not find out until money back for a long 
Canada Works grant a helped with school logging and sawmill the National Research colleagues gave him a servation officer, later that the lodge was time," she said. 
eightPr°ject trapline when he retired Mrs. Rogers testified actually owned by a man 
small group of people is classes, one college technology, Our research Council for con- in 1966. that H. H. Whitehead, named John Ehly, now Balcombe testified that 
trying to understand the course and six cam- shows these technical dominiums and cam- But Walter Gill, 72, also of Washington, told dead. all he did was to in- 
implications of the way munity group meetings, improvements require mercial establishments, denied that he had been her she could buy a She said that shortly traduce Mrs. Rogers, 
we use the natural In Prince George we Whitehead and Ebly. He high capital and energy Amounts. range from 
resources of the nor- were able to provide inputs, putting them $20,000 to $200,000--any improperly issuedna fishing lodge near after she paid the $5,000 
thwest. The issues are background on forestry beyond all but the largest northern businessman guide outfitter's licence,. Vanderhoof for $40,000 if she got a letter from Ehly denied that he asked Mrs. 
complex and need careful and fishery issues to a companies. Further we that enterprising? as the inquiry heard in she paid $10,000 down. asking forn$10,000 more. Rogers to send $5,000 and 
research from a broad regional meeting of the find the fine technical While the possibilities testimonylast month. Whitehead was to be the WANTED TITLE said he bad nothing to do 
perspective to be B.C. Union of Indian tuning only shows results of community and in- Gill said that several guide. She said she then asked with the money. 
unravelled. Chiefs. if operated by skilled, dividual scale energy months " after his "Mr. Balcombe said to Balcombe for the title to 
retirement he moved to save us money he would the property but her Gary Moore, at DawsOn 
The concerns of nor- A film and discussion careful people -- not sources grow more the Vanderhoof, B.C. give Mr. Whitehead a name was not on it so she Ct;eek, B.C. told the 
therners are many. evening will be held at the often available in an promising, the con- 
Unfortunately they are: Chandler Park Theatre industry plagued by high ventional suppliers ' area and applied for a guiding licence," said consulted a lawyer and inquiry that he has had 
alton felt and expressed on April 29th at 8:00 p.m. labour turnover and continue to be hit with' guide ouffitter's licence Mrs. Rogers. "I was not. visited the head office of grade outfitters' licences 
in isolation from the The subject willbe the alienating work on- rapidly escalating costs in a territory where the familiar, with Canadian the bank where the in B.C.. and the Yukon, 
previous guide had died. law and I thought he was activities that generate nuclear power industry in virontments, and massive capital He said that normally doing us a favor." n FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
them. Solutions are Canada. debts. An analysis, to be AUTOVEST 
.an applicant for such a She said she thought Before you buy, investigatetheadvantagesofthisrmt- applied in the same ad Teikwa Foundation Northwest Eergy published in the April licorice had to ~ave held Balcombe ~ owned the 
hoc, piecemeal fashion. Newsletter Strategy T.F. Newsletter, shows to-own plan. All monies paid apply to purche~. Why 
As our research takes us The newsletter serves A prelimina.ry report how B.C. Hydro's rate an assistant guide's lodge so she agreed to tie up your cash or borrowing power, let and last 
deeper into these issues as the main way for has been complied by structure encourages licence for three years, send $5,000 to a bank months rent and drive away. 
we begin to appreciate project staff to inform the project workers" on th~ energywasteratherthan which he did not, butthat where his wife worked EXAMI~LE S 
feasibility of using hog- conservation, the branch director was and the money would be how many facets of our public of their findings. In fuel (sawmill waste) to lives are interconnected. Social Impact of then allowed under the held in trust until the Based on 36 monfll |ease March 800 copies of the 
There are strong links Vol. l;No. 7 edition were provide for the energy Resource Development game regulations to Assault , .~ , , , ,~  
between our use of the mailed throughout he needs of Smithers' mills As this is the project's waive the three-year Sl4e.00 per month S136.00 per month S129.00 per month 
land, the stability of our northwestand other parts and residents, sole primary research guiding requirement if he lease end price lease end p¢ice lease end wice 
economic structures, the of Canada. Another 150 Rough figures indicate programme; as opposed felt the applicant had cLar , e l l l  ~ $2,175.00 S1,975.00 $1,875.00 
satisfaction to be derived were distributed through that while the two to the usual literature sufficient experience. " or simply return or simply return m" simply return 
Smithers sawmills ?aid search, results will not be Gill said he took out 78 Camaro HT 75 Zephyr Sedan 78 Dodge Van 
from our daily work, our newsstands or other nearly $]/z milliola fo gas available for some time. very few paying huntifig S139.00permonih $124.00 per monfll S121t.00pt~'monlh personal investment in means. 
community groups and The issue contained and electricity last year We are looking at the parties but in 1971 branch PRINCE GEORGE, lease end price lease end. price lease aml I~lce 
the depth of our articles dealing with wolf they sent over $2 -'/2 socialandfamily mpacts director Dr. James B.C. (CP) -- Grant s2,02s.oo Si,e2s.oo Sl,eys.oo 
relationships with family control, Indian food million worth of wood- of changes in the nor- Hatter told him that he Williams, a member of. or simply relurn or simply return ~ simply return 
and fr iends.  Together fishery, Skeena River waste energy up in thern way of life. must turn in his licence the Prince George 78 Fiesta 3 dr. 78 FlS0 4 x 4 18 Dials CntlasS 
these links form a net- s tee lhead,  Guide-  smoke. Capital costs for Problems of families in because it had been Mohawks intermediate $99.00 per month $1$5.00p~rmonfll $1~.oopermonllh 
work of interactions. As Outf itters Inquiry, recbvering this energy small communit ies,  improperly issued. He hockey team, has laid an tease end pi'ice lease end price lease end price 
• said two members of the assault charge against sv~oo.oo s2,:ns.oo s:t,~s.® with all nets there is a nuclear power, Hog-fuel are high but could be migrants from urban to branch staff arrivednat Peter Shmyr, coach of 'or simply return m" simply return or simpW return great deal of resilience systems, the Seven easily justifiable if a co- rural areas and new 
yet at the same time if a Sisterslogging plan and a operative ffort between arrivals in rapdily his house to pick up his North Vancouver Hurry ~t t 
few links start to break report on a Queen the two sawmill cam- growing single indus~y licence, which he handed Kings, after an incident FOR FURTHER INFORg~TION 
the rest often follow in Chrlotte Islands oilspill, panics and the towns are being over after much at a cabaret here Friday CALL LARRY HAYES- RICHARDS 
quick succession. IndustrialAIternatives-- municipality can be examined. Interviewing argument, night. Williams, an 
achieved. The Habitat North Forest Industry continuues at the rate of BECAME INVOLVED employee of the Simon COLLECT987-?111 
project is probing the Basic forest resource For indivdual energy twoor thrree weeks along Mabel Rogers, of Fraser Inn, laid the BELMONTI.EASlNGLTO. 
s t r e n g t h s a n d information is being needs solar heating with basic background Tacoma, Wash. told the charge after a fight at the 1160MARINE DRIVE 
weaknesses of the social given to a number of appears practical .-- on ~.gp.arch~ • inquiry how she became inn. Police were called in NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.0047tA 
involved in a real estate to restore order. 
aqd natural networks correspondents from b'-'ue-ec 
strike that make up the culture OatEn Lake at the Queen of the northwest. In Charlottes. In these : 
particular we are areas, as through out the 
examining landuse and province, concern i s  p u t s  1 2  0 0 0  out 
its impact on our mounting that there will 
economic and social not be sufficient imber i) 
institutions--far as the reserves to carry the o f  w o r k  
union of B.C. Indian present levels of cut very 
Chiefs put it -- The Land far into the future. 
is the Culture. D!scussion papers  by "_  A feeling of worry and  "We're doing this for  
With knowledge of the prye~s~n~avene~ea frustration pervades this nothiqg," said one 
network ties and the ~':. ;o~.'~."~'-%..-,',."~.." nor theastern  , ,Quebec strikar. "This is exactly 
processes that weave 2 . . . . . .  .~ .'~ .......... ~=~m engining town, centre~pf a what  the company 
them it is not impossibfe ~ormu.Ja~e rec~-~/: .~tr ike that ha~'. ~iit.*aq wanted." , 
for people makd th~ menflauons .to me..'~.~.': ,~--estimated 12,~00'~rsotis PLANNED LAYOFFS 
choices necessary for a forest ~erwce that ]z 
stable, harmonious adopted would enable the out ofwork and bottled up The companx had 
75 per cent of Canada's planned to lay off 350 
community. Education annual cut  in the iron ore pr0dkction: workers per~aanently at
• then 'is the other side of Smithers PSYU to reflect The strike is in its fifth Labrador City in May and 
our research coin. In the economica l ly  Week and civic leaders another 4,000 for a 
school and college avai lable reserves.  are concerned that there summer shut-down. 
c lassrooms, public Community stability and .will be an exodus if it Meanwhile, the latest 
meetings, film shows and long-term industrial lasts much longer, round of  negotiations 
newspaper articles we viability are key ob- Some businessmen a d broke down Sunday 
try to communicate our jectives of the cam: strikers suggest he Iron because of difference 
h findings. ,,:~ T e most mittee. 
complete/..source of in- Research is continuing Ore Co. of Canada wanted over' worker health and 
the strike because of safety. 
recreation'is the monthly into two "technical fixes" present market condi-. Less than a week after 
Telkwa Foundation proposed for the tions The company 90 per Cent of the  
Newsletter, avialable province's troubled forest denies this. unionnmenlbers voted, 
with a $5.00 subscription industry. Meanwhile, economic with~80 per cent of them 
from P.O. Box 100, Telk- Initial work indicates activity in Quebec and in favor of a strike, the 
wa. the intensive forestry Labrador  remains  union took that action. 
Enviro, mental programme put forward paralysed for' 580 kilo- The contract expired 
Education Programme by Forests Minister Tom metres north of this ccty Feb. 28. 
The objective of the Waterland to supply which is 750 kilometres "We're sure they're Our [op-oFthe-lnn revolving restaurant has a line reputalion for ds food. And from your table, • 
programme is to give more trees contains too northeast of Montreal on hurting with $53 million in you aqd your ('bent will have the finest view in the enhre (;lly ol Vancouver's constantly changing harbour. 
children 'the tools t(~ many unknowns about the St. Lawrence River. d e b t s ,  ' ' u n i o n 
identify and understand the increased' yields Layoffs a'mong non- representat ive.  Yvan 
basic ecological . expected,, its ap- miners are inereasing as Giard says of the lron Ore C o m m o n w e a l t h ' s  h a r b o u r  s ide  processes. Much ol tins ]s plieability to northern the strike drags on. One C6. "And they could lost In  Vancouver, 
taught hroughfieldwork con.ditions and, most 'p rov inc ia l  l abor  contracts if they can'! 
sospringisaparticularly important, its.cost:In any department official says deliver." • " Holiday Inn hoteimakes your business lunch busy time. At the high- event he resultsof such a. thestrike by 9,~00 miners With an up{urn ill tli(' 
p ta.ne-or"-"on has put ,anothe¢ 3,000 United Slates steel an  uncxpcdcd/casurcp persons out of work. market alice settlem nt 
Some of the strikers, of, that country's coal re-r'evelJ 1 who were among the strike, and a favorable 
highest paid in Can:ida, exchange rate fornsales 
• are cursing the company ofniron ore in U.S. 
and their union, the dollars, pressure may ~ b / - '  ommonwea Ih's Hohday Inr l  shdlng glass doors to let in the 
A Chiiean expatriate the decision means United Steelworkers of develop for the company ~ .  ~i~ Val~coLl~)er-Cdy Centre ~s a fresh sea air. • • 
fac ing immedfate  Madrid eould be deported America. to settle. I 
deportation to this home- back to Chile almost ira- ~ i ~  new. 455 morn hotel at the So next time you visit Van- 
land has won a short mediately, t~a~ " ' a r e -  owner  he.artollh,:,:,lyan,,r,ghton couver, stay with us and make 
reprieve to gather more Cantillon said he was ~ ~~*:" .  • I,e harh,,ur your businesstripa pleasure. 
evidence proving his need informed Friday by the . ~[~~lk~l~'~' ' ::~::"'i" i..!,~,..... Our revolv,,,q reslaurant ,slust '~ ' , 'o ' ,~ , , t~ '~ "~'~'~'. ' 
for political asylum in comraission's 'special collected UIC • ~. oil(. ~ L~X;|HI[3.1P. of I1OW ddferenl we Canada. review committee that ~v~' .~,~ ;lie l()r tile business traveller ~'.~.'i 
Immigration Minister the" appeal on • , Othc~ ~:xamples are free indoor . ,.~ ~[ ' - I~[ [  I - -~  "~ 
inBUCtheCUlencommonsSaid MondaYthat he compa,sionat~humanitariangroundsand JOethe Philliponi,Pe thouse owne~cabaret,Of however1977' on thethe convictionCharges' :~ .~k~!  ~, ,~.~ 1 . ~ ,  ~  ~ flues, park,,,.q. 7 ,ully e.qu,pped . .~ ~ ~~; i ,~/ j ____~ ~M. .o , . , , ,  
ii::::~:..'.. . . " i me(-:Ill][] rooms, st:(:relari;ll t- 
sees no. difficulty in had been rejected with no said Mond~ty he collected was overturned Dee. 20, serwc¢., upotl r..(]tlc.;[,, ~ and a free ,,4~ ~ ~  ~ ~r  
giving the extra time to reason being given, unemployment i  surn nee. 19T/,nby the B.C. Court of ~k~~ ~ -":~-u ~C~----~L~:"~' 
Galindo Madrid, 22, who Both l~adrid and intermittently for 48 Appeal. ,~  * 
~,.~k"~ We're also c:er~tr,31 neat all malpr jumped ship near Sani:hez h.ave said they weeks, after police had The Supreme Court of ~. ._ .~~,~ ~"C_.~ -~--.-3t~.--~3["~ ~. 
would be persecuted for closed down his local Canada refused Mar. 7 to ofhce buildings and (;aslown. 
Squamish, B,C., last their political beliefs by' cabaret on morals hear a Crown appeal of May. Our rooms ate' ddlerP.r~t oo .  ""~::='"°'-""'="3~'~-~ - 
W~' ~t, tlqtlt on the hart)out between 
Cullen wasreplying to the ruling military die- charges. " the B.C. Court of Appeal Extra ~)iq and extra (lu~el. with th, t';.i,tetBu,ld,ngandtheaoardol 
Stuart l~ggatt (NDP-- tatorship if' they were "Sure I did. I was decision, an extra long double lied. a h,,~,. Geotg,a ts three blocks away 
New Westminster), who returned to Chile. entitled," said Philliponi Philliponi • said he desk table and 2 easy chairs ~ ,q,,ttat,llust one block east 
applied for "Unem- so you can work properly and ' said Madrid's lawyers . Madrid, who was "I paid premiums all 
are taking hiscase to the politically active under those years just like ployment Insurance 
Cam miSsiOn Federal Court of Canada the democrat ical ly-  everybody.else and ! ' benefits b   vcll 0 things ndy 
and need the extra time elected regcme of collected just like when lifting of the club's For LSil]CSS ' ors c mmonweaith does dil re 
to gather evidence to Sa lvador  Al lende, everybody else when.1 cal~aret and liquor It- 
back the claim that their already has lost a bid for was out of work." cenees'forced closure. 
client "faces persecution admission as a political "1 needed the money ~ COMMONWEALTH'S 
in Chile, refugee. He now faces Philliponi's cabarel and so did about 100 ~ [ ~ [  ~ t ~  
deportation "as soon as' was closed Dec. 31, 1975, people that were affected .- 
Madrid and another practicable." by city vtee squadn-.b~ the club's closing. : 
Chilean exile, Luis Sanchez, 24, a former detective~aftera lengthy That closure created an VANCOUVER-CITY CENTRE 
Sanehez, lost their appeal union activist, can still investigalion. Philliponi awdank.,he of snore- 
last week against an Ira- apply as a polilical andthreoassoeiat~s were ploymenl and we all wenl 1133 w Hashngs St .Vancouver BC V6E 3T3 (604.)689-9211 
migration Commission refugee. .subsequently charged down Io LIIC Io file for 
deportation order, lawyer Madrid and Sallt'hez wilh conspiring'to live ofl'" ixmel.its.,~.he said. ~,~ hvt, Itohdex" msetvalion setwce and a guaranteeC room rile at any Hohday Inn. call toll free 1-800-261-8811 
Ray Cantillon said came ashore lasl May flu, avails of prostitution. " tte said he applied for And now. guaranlee your teservahon wdl3 our Guaranteed All N~ght Reservahons Programme. 
Monday. from a Greek ship afler A B.('. eounly court mor~: Ihan 30 jobs. while 
Caht i l l on ,  who having fled Chile for convieled I'hillippni and his case was before the 
represents Sanchez, said Europe. his assoeiales May 11, courts. 1 " 
. . . . . . .  
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EDITORIAL 
What's $11.6 Billion? 
Government, in a democracy, is said to be a 
"Servant of the People". Contradictorily, 
government is also expected to "lead". This 
paradox is supposedly resolved by the ex- 
planation that we, the "people" are expecte d to 
elect "leaders" who will "serve" us. 
In the process, it amounts to something akin to 
children electing their own parents, and then 
paying them handsomely for parenting them, 
with the stipulation that the minute they 
disapprove of the parenting job, they will kick 
them out, stop their high salaries, and choose 
another set of parents who will please them 
more. Even though the elected, salaried parents 
may know what is best for the children, if it 
means displeasing them they would not dare 
insist upon it for fear of being "fired" --  and 
losing their high incomes. 
Monday .night's budget contains deficit 
spending amounting to $11.5 billion dollars. It is 
almsot impossiGle to comprehend what a figure 
of that size really is in relationship to the in- 
dividual taxpaying citizen. 
$11.5 billion dollars, according to Monday 
night'snews, is more than the entire budget 
amounted towhen Prime Minister Trudeau took 
office ten years ago. Another "statistic" handed 
out was that ten years ago, the per capita 
national debt amounted to $40 per .Canadian. 
Now (before thisnew debt) it is around $800 per 
person. By our reckoning (without a calculator) 
Monday's budget adds an extra amount of over 
$500 that will be owed by every man woman and 
child in this once prosperous land, for a total of 
over $1300. And that  is just to the federal 
governrqent. Additionally there is th per capita 
debt owed to the provincial government, and the 
per capita debt owed tothe local government. 
What is the answer - -  if there IS any answer? 
Well, for one thing perhaps is is not too late to 
demand a halt to uncontrolled deficit spending. 
No government should be allowed to pile up 
increased ebt upon debt for future generations 
to have to repay.A maximum figure should be 
set beyond which the national debt is not allowed 
to rise - -  and we should force the government to
stick to it. 
The cab'met post of "Minister of Finance" 
should not be a "political plum" to handed out at 
whim by a prime minister. 
It should be a full time, permanent post to be 
filled only by the most highly qualified "financial 
wizard", with an impeccable record,-that the 
countr~ can find. And there should be constant 
checking on his handling of the nati0n's finances 
by the Auditor General -- whose annual report 
should be given far more serious attention than it 
gets  at present. 
Perhaps, though --  equally important, is the 
fact - -  the necessity, rather, that Canada, as a 
nation, stop looking to the federal budget as an 
annual "givcaway program", whereby those 
groups with the biggest "clout" get the biggest 
handout in order to keep the politicians who 
make up the government, in power. 
"Gimme, Gimme --  or I won't vote for you" is 
all toooften the voter's chant o the politicians, 
every time election tinge draws near. And the 
politicians, nervous over their job security, give 
more and more handouts -- until the "pot" is 
empty. Worse still, the same fear prevents .them 
from admitting. "THE POT IS EMPTY" - -  so 
much so for years now, they have continued to 
hand out largesse by borrowing, heavily, more 
and more, until we are dangerously near the 
point where the interest on the national debt will 
surpass the national income, and a state of 
national bankruptcy will have to be declared. 
To sum up. The national (an(t provincial and 
federal) budgets are "serious business", af- 
fecting our taxes - -  and those our children and 
grandchildren will be forced to pay for. 
We should not allow budgets to be used as 
political expedients. Budgets hould be taken out 
of the hands of the politicians and given into the 
untouchable possessipn of  skilled fiananciers 
who can say to the politicians -- "Here's how 
much money you may safely spend this year; 
you cannot spend any more- -  no matter what!" 
We must also be more mature in our thinking. 
Politicians hould be chosen on their ability to 
govern well, NOT on their popularity. Elections 
are too much like Hollywood awards - -  with 
politicians getting elected because of their good 
acting performance and P.R., rather than their 
common sense, academic training, and proven 
ability. But then - -  would that be Utopia? 
Well, we've got a federal election coming up, it 
seems, any time now. With the looks of it, 
perhaps a provincial election too. Here, then are 
two opportunities we will have to do better than 
we have done in the past. Let's go! 
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Letter to 
the Editor 
Thornhill 
trying for 
S.P.I),A. 
For those of you who 
are interested in the 
welfare of the abused 
Irish Setter who was 
chained ay and night on 
Mark Avenue. the 
S.P.C.A. representative 
(after several futile at- 
tempts at locating the 
owners) seized the dog 
and placed her in a foster 
home. The former owner 
was very abusive 
towards the S.P.C.A. 
representative and also 
towards ome neighbours 
whom he wrongly sur- 
mized had reported the 
dog. That, at least, is one 
happy ending. 
Its not a secret that 
Thornhill has a dog 
problem. You can see 
dogs running in packs 
nearly everywhere you 
go? Probably the most 
frequented areas are the 
schools. Dogs. love kids, 
or more to the point, the 
food kids eat. If a child 
isn't willing to share with 
the hungry animal, well, 
who knows what the dog 
might do? Dogs who are 
left running breed mqre 
dogs who will also be left 
running and from there 
you have trouble. When 
the dogs are hungry 
they'll attack nearly 
anything. That includes 
YOUR kids and YOUR 
livestock. 
The S.P.C.A. is run by 
one man, strictly on a 
volunteer basis. This man" 
holds down a fUll-time 
JwiOb, so his time to spend 
th the abused and free- 
running animals is 
greatly limited. His 
Territory covers from 
Kitimat to Hazleton and 
nearly, to Prince Rupert, 
plus all the outlying areas 
m between. He has no 
facilities for holding and 
caring for animals,nor 
has he the manpower 
needed for pursuing 
animals. So now we see 
why Thornhill has such a 
problem. 
There is a very strong 
possibility that the 
S.P.C.A. will help 
financially to open up a 
branch in Thornhill. 
However, this means 
some interest from the 
public. For anyone who.is 
interested in seeing an 
S.P.C.A. building here 
please phone 635-2750 or 
635-9680. From there we 
~11 arrange a meeting 
with the S:P.C.A. and all 
interested parties will be 
asked to attend, and offer 
whatever suggestions are 
needed to insure that we 
have some control over 
dogs and other animals in 
the Terrace area: This 
community bus a terrible 
reputation for getting 
excited over an issue and 
then dropping it. Lets 
really get to gether on 
this issue that is so im- 
portant to so many of us 
and see it through to the 
end. 
I 
TODAY IN HISTORY 
By THE CANADIAN 
PRESS 
Anti-Communist 
volunteers landed in 
Cuba at the Bay of Pigs 17 
years ago today--in 
1961--in an attempt to 
overthrow the Castro 
government. Early 
reports were optimistic, 
but survivors of the force 
of 1,-200 men surrendered 
within a few days and 
were ransomed a year 
later for medical and in- 
dustrial supplies. The 
failure of the operation 
broke up the united front 
L of the revolutionary 
council in the U.S. and 
ended the dominance of 
the CIA over Cuban 
refugees. In Cuba, politi- 
cal arrests increased, 
and all political parties 
were amalgamated into 
one state, organization. 
1524--Giovanni da 
Verrazano discovered 
New York Harbor. 
1790--Benjamin 
Franklin, U.S. statesman 
and inventor, died. 
1918---William Holden, 
actor, was born. 
194z--Sqn. Ldr, J. D. 
Nettleton led an RAF 
bomber raid on  
Augsber~, Germany and 
won a Victoria Cross. 
1970--The troubled 
Apollo 13 spacecraft 
landed in the Pacific. 
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One swallow doth not a Summer make, nor one Four Canada Goose flying over Highway 16 by 
swan upon one lake." Nor one robin make a West End grocery store, Monday morning. 
Spring-But GEESE-now ti~at's a different thing! 
! 
More 
Letters to 
the Editor 
Dear Cliff: 
I would like to take this 
~pportanity to tell you 
ow much we enjoyed 
having the Terrace Pup 
Peps participate in ~ur 
Osoyoos Pup Fiesta 
Tournament. 
As we indicated in our 
closing ceremonies, they 
definately became the 
Cinderella team in our 
tournament .  The 
behaviour of the boys and 
parents was excellent 
and everyone commented 
on the orderly manner 
and composure the'boys 
had anywhere they went 
in our town. 
The town is still talking 
about heir presence and 
I would like to pass their 
cdmmenis on to you what 
wonderful ambassadors 
they were for the Terrace 
area. We were very proud 
to have them in the town.. 
I am also enclosing a
clipping from our paper 
which I am sure you 
would like for your 
records. 
Yours very truly, 
Paul Eisenhut, 
Tournament Director. 
P.S. Also I would ap- 
preciate if if you would 
put this letter into your 
~per. I would write them 
rect but I do not know 
the name of your paper 
nor their address. I feel 
that this praise is 
warranted and feel that 
your towns people should 
know bow much we ap- 
preciated having them 
participate "in our tour- 
nament. 
Paul. " 
Briefs 
MAN KILLED 
LYTTON (CP) -- 
RCMP said Monday a 
man was killed ~arly 
Sunday when the car he 
was riding in left the 
road, and plunged own a 
30-metre cliff, has been 
identified as Robert 
Munro, 27, of Toronto. 
Police said Munro was a 
passenger in a car driven 
by Bruce Fergusson of 
Edmonton. Fergusson is 
in good~condition i  
hospital. :'~ 
MAN IDENTIFIED 
ESQUIMALT (CP) -- A 
scuba diver .who died 
Sunday after diving near 
Pender Harbor on the 
Secheit Peninsula was 
identified 'Monday as 
Allan Nichols. 39, of 
North Vancouver. 
George and Janet Cuo,..,on 
A couple'of days ago we told a true story of 
George and Janet .  
You may remember it. George, a highly 
Skilled technician, because of a wrong 
prescription had suffered irreparable kidney 
damage. He and his wife Janet learned to 
operate a home dialysis machine at St. Paul's 
Hospital, Vancouver, which they installed in 
their fifth-wheel trailer in Prince Rupert and he 
was able to resume his employment. They then 
returned to Montreal. Later, while on dialysis, 
George suffered a stroke, which paralyzed one 
half of his body. He was learning to cope ~th  this 
double disability when, a few months ago, he had 
a heart attack, followed by two more. Despite 
this, George, faithfully and lovingly cared for by 
his wife still was able to "live with it", bravely 
and cheerfully. 
Then, last weekend, we learned from Janet the 
doctors had just informed her George had bowel 
cancer.  
"That", Janet had said, "Just about does it. 
With kidneys, there was.always the chance of a 
uccessful transplant that would enable George 
to lead a normal li~e. Physiotherapy was helping 
to adjust his life style to the the stroke damage; 
his heart attacks ~ George could even learn to 
live With his heart eonditionby following doctors 
Report From Ottawa 
QUESTION ON A FEDERAL ELECTION 
Federal election speculation is so evident these 
days, it overshadows day-to-day responsibilities 
of Parliament. Rumours circulate and dates are 
circled and opposition parties chafe and balk in 
greater measure. 
One person and one person only knows the date 
of the next federal election. He is the Prime 
Minister. He will call the people to the polls as is 
his sole perogative. 
Since the press and public are convinced of an 
upcoming election, I think it is timely to discuss 
certain aspectsof a campaign that will affect us 
all. 
-The Prime l~nister will dissolve Parliament 
and an "election writ" will be issued. The 
election' will be held sixty days after the writ is 
issued. 
-During the campaign, constituency problems 
will be handled by my office in Terrace at suite 
305, 4722. Lakelse Avenue, 635-9139. Mr. Peter 
Jones is my assistant at that office. 
-My constituency office in Terrace, it must be 
noted, is not a campaign office. I f  you wish to 
become in~,olved in any-campaign, please • 
consult local political party headquarters. . 
-Radio, television and newspapers will be filled 
With political advertising, now very carefully 
monitored, in the ease of candidates, through the 
provision of the Election expenses Act. 
-This act will also ensure equal spending 
between political parties (roughly 30 cents per 
constituent). 
-As a result of redistribution, there will be 282 
ridings to be contested in Canada'-- up from 2M. 
The four Western.provinces gain nine seats in 
this new ari'~ngement, providing 77 seats alloted 
to "the west" as compared with 75 in the 
province of Quebec, clearly, an indication of the 
changing population bases in western provinces. 
-As a result of redistribution, the riding of 
Skeena becomes a IK~le smaller. Is eastern 
orders. But bowel cancer?.., there's nothing we 
can do but wait." 
Well, we learned this morning (Tuesday) that 
George and Janet's wait had ended, Sunday, in 
Montreal, when cancer claimed yet another 
victim. 
We ~re not telling this story just to be morbid, 
or: i't0' appeal to -bleeding ~hearts" or* tto':~sell 
newspapers. - ~ .... ,,. , :.., :,.~! ~, 
April is Cancer Month; the month the 
Canadian Cancer Society makes its annual 
appeal for funds. As we said in Monday's Herald, 
when the Cancer Drive comes to your door,., or 
office, give as much as you can. More than that 
--encourage your sons and daughters, husbands 
and wives, friends and relatives -- to get into 
Cancer research - -  to help come up with that 
much needed cure. 'Nb~hin is more urgently 
needed. 
Russia is launching one new nuclear sul> 
marine every 60 days; the U,S. has been spen, 
ding billions on neutron bombs -- all this costing 
hundreds of billions of dollars -- on destructive 
weapons capable of killing millions.., like cancer 
does. Perhaps Canadians can spare a few 
millions on reversing the process. Finding a cure 
for the most dreaded killer of them all. C, nr~r 
Next to mankind, that is. 
~undary is flow roughly 10 miles east of 
Smithers..A number, of communities including 
Topley Landing, Telkwa, houston, Burns Lake, 
Fraser Lake, Fort Fraser, Vanderhoof and 
Prince George will beome part of a new riding 
called Prince George-Bulkley'Valley. 
FEDERAL BUDGET PROPOSED 
At time of writing, the new federal budget has 
been announced for Monday, April 10. I will be 
speaking to many of you in the coming weeks 
about items in the budget which will affect you, 
and will gladly supply material on new tax and 
spending proposals. 
The last federal budget was presented on 
March 31, 1977, and contained major tax breaks 
for corporations and provided increased funds 
for make-work programs. 
If you have any questions on the above or any 
other matters, please feel free to write to me. 
Also, in the coming weeks I expect to see many ot 
you, and we can discuss various matters at that 
time. 
TENDERS CALLED FOR WIAH POINT 
FLOATS 
Tenders have been called by the federal 
government for the renewal of the float at Wiah 
Pelnt. The project involves replacement of 
existing log floats used as a refuse harbour, and 
work is expected to take about five months. 
'~'hen completed~ the new floats will measure 
974 square metres. Existing dolphin pilings, 
shore anchors and chains will secure the 
structure in position. Tenders close April 13 and 
it is my hope that local businesses will benefit by 
successful bidding on this project. 
These arejust a few of Central Mortgage and" 
Housing Corporations very helpful Jrograms to 
get you started this spring. Please feel free to 
write to your nearest CMHC office for further 
details and help with yourparticular housing 
situation. 
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Bikers 
boogie 
Terrace motorcxcle 
Club has  Started their  
season with practises 
being held at the Copper 
Flats, east of Terrace. 
any time-any day. 
Organizer of the club is 
Don Bartlett. Don 
suggests that anyone 
wishing to get involved is 
welcome to come out to 
the Flats and contact Don 
at 635-5827 or at 635-4904. 
Male or female the 
riders quality is all that 
matters. Bike size and 
type are limited in only 
one way, the bore must 
not exceed 400cc and it 
must be at least 80cc. 
The club is planning 
trail rides and motor- 
cross races for later in 
the warm weather-come 
on out and support the 
TERRACE Motorcycle 
Club. 
REMEMBER WHEN 
°° .  
Tommy Farr, the rock- 
jawed Welsh boxer, Ohallenge champions "super" .stepped up as world heavyweight contender 41 years ago tonight--in 
1937-- after beating Max 
The District of Terrace Parks and Recreation 
Department would like to take this opportunity to 
thank the citizens of Terrace and area for their ex- 
cellent participation during the Vernon versus 
Terrace-Kitimat participatiori challenge. 
The turn OUtrWaS as follows: 
Terrace 432 1363 579 2374 
Vernon 376 203 200 779 
Kitimat 323 320 130 773 
In Terrace, the response was super. Here is a break- 
down by grouping: 
Senior Citizens 1.1 par cent 
Adults 43.8 per cent 
Students 14.6 per cent 
Children (Under 12) 40.5 per cent 
100 per cent 
Alberta bronos show best 
Canadian cowboys 
Calgary - 42,000 fans; the lead in the Canadian 
washed 363 cowboys tor "standings. 
$49,813 in prize money at Brady Crumlpler o f  
the 1978 edition of Ed- Wichita Falls, Tex, won 
mqnton's Superodeo the first go in the bull 
which wound up its six tiding, was second in the 
performance on April 2. final go and won the 
Capturing both the All average for a total of 
Around and bareback $2241. 
titles with total earnings Two Canadian bull 
o f  15472 was Steve, riders, Dan Lowry o f  
Dunham of Turner Rocky Mountain House, 
Valley, Alta.. This Alts., and Don Johansen 
marked;: his;~Seco~i,; big,., ~.,,H_us~b,; ~ta , , ,  took 
wil~.i~as.maay ~ ~ , ~ 0 ~  o; a~d,'~,~th i~'d,~,, 
puts him on top 0f the respectively .,]if~,,~the,~i. 
bareback standings. He average. That  moved 
has earned more than Lowry into the lead in the 
any other pro cowboy to standings and Johansen 
date this season, into second position. 
Although his greatest- 
success has come in 
bareback riding, the 21 
year old is also a very 
capable roper. 
• Clark Sehlosser of 
Stavely, Alts., jumped 
into third position in the 
steer wrestling star,dings 
by earning a total of 
$1518, which included a 
win in the first go-round 
and a second third split in 
the second go. Splitting 
the average were Pat 
Nogle of Grass Valley, 
Ore., and Tony Weise of 
TbeWord, Neb. 
Glen Griffith of 
Cessford, Alta., won the 
saddle hronc average and 
$2146 by placing second in 
the first go and splitting 
second and third in the 
final ,go-round. The big 
win propelled him into 
Saddle Bronc 
Glen Griffith, Cessford, Alta. 
Jim Kelts,Consort, Alta. 
Mel Hyland, Salmon Arm, B.C. 
Larry Johnson, High River, Alta. ' 
Brian Clayool, Saskatoon, Sask. 
Doug Void, DeWinton; Aita. 
Bareback 
Steve Dunham, Turner Valley, Alta. 
Gary Logan, Sundre, Alta. 
Jim Solberg, Sunnyi|ook, Alta. 
Brian Claypoel, Saskatoon, Sask. 
Robert Hoff, Calgary, Alta. 
Brian Jacobsen, Glenbush, Sask. 
Dave • Brock , of 
Goodland, Kansas, took 
the calf roping aVerage " 
and 51761. Jim Gladstone 
of Cardston Alta., placed' 
in the first go, and the 
final go and split third 
and fourth in the average. 
Jerri Duce of, Grunum, 
Alta., and Barkley 
• Brooks of Asquith, 
Sask.,completely 
dominated Ladies Barrel 
l~cing' and Boys Steer. 
Riding by winning each of 
tl!e go-rounds and the 
Average• Ernie Dorin of 
Bruce, Alia., was first 
three t imesand second 
three times to top the 
Wild Horse Racers. 
The next pro rodeo 
action is at Camrose, 
Alta., and Saskatoon, 
Sask., on April 7 through 
9. 
$2765 
1639 
1511 
1471 
1363 
1033 
$2a~ 
1100 
717 
650 
, 556 
556 
ating 
Baer over 12 rounds in Some participants expressed an interest in having 
regular running, walking, jogging and cycling ac- 
tivities. If youare interested in participatingin some 
type of weekly acttivity along these lines please 
contact he Recreation Office at 638-1174 to discuss 
your interests. " 
Once again, a very special thanks to all par- 
ticipants. 
London. Farr came to 
grief within 12 months on 
an American tour during 
which he lost to Joe 
Louis, James J. Brad- 
dock and.Baer, at their 
second meeting. 
Ter race  
INCOME 
TAX 
, 685-2525 ' 
~PRRSONAL AND SMALL BUSINESS 
INCOME TAX PREPARATION 
• "NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY" 
$10 " '  up 
4602 LAZELLE AVE. 
TERRACE B.C. 
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Canada coach named 
( A P )  - -  Cleveland 
Barons' general manager 
Harry Howell was named 
today to coach Canada in 
the world hockey 
championsh ips  at 
Prague. Czechoslovakia. 
next month. 
Howell. a. former 
defenceman for New 
York Rangers and Los 
Angeles Kings, has held 
the Barons post for the 
past nine months. Earlier 
this week. he signed a 
new three-year contra~:f 
with the National Hockey 
League club. 
The Canadian squad 
will be made up of 
players whose clubs 
either failed to make the 
playoffs in the NHL or 
Wor ld  Hockey  
Association or were 
eliminated in the 
preliminary rounds. 
Three  C leve land 
players have been invited 
to the international 
competition. 
Centre Dennis Maruk. 
who topped the Barons 
scoring with a club 
record 36 goals last sea- 
son. has been invited to 
join the Canadian team 
as has defenceman Rick 
Hampton while left- 
winger Mike Fidler is to 
play for the United States 
team. 
INVESTED WISELY 
NEW YORK (CP) -- 
Fred Forsyth, a country 
postman and bachelor, 
never earned more than 
$2.300 a year. 
TOOVEY 
11ti tl 
'{OtI'LL 
LII E W. 
SERVICE  
Dealer Licence Number 02013A 
MERCURY 
~ ~ 1  OANAVENTUR[ 
~ .  ~ l l~  I 4946 Greig 
V V I 635-5929 
Custom Bui lt  to 
combine l ight 
weight  with 
max. hull 
strength 
"" t 
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Don't beli'eve 
our adSdriven 
i~ ~ " "" . . . .  
new Ch letMalibu. 
Faervtt  we ,e said our ads is true. 
Bu you' e got o drive it to believe it, 
We're asking you to swallow a lot. The new standard at foot level. It combines with new opening rear vent 
Mallbu, compared to last year, Is over 600 pounds 
lighter, almost 18 Inches shorten And yet many Interior 
dimensions are larger. 
So we're Issuing an Invitation. Come In to your 
Chevrolet dealer. Take a test drive. Check the back seat 
and check the front. Your own sense of comfort tells you 
that Mallbu is bigger Inside, smaller outside. As a matter 
of fact, rear seat hlproom ]n the 4-door Mallbu sedan Is 
as wide as In the full-size Chevrolet sedan. 
Now feel the ride. Instead of concentrating.on the 
lengthl we've concentrated on the suspension. The new 
Mallbu gives you ride qualities associated wlth"Cars of a 
longer wheelbase. 
Even the trunk will amaze you. Helped In part by 
GM'S new compact spare tire, it actually offers more 
cubic feet of spacethan last year, The dash Is divided into 
functional sections that can be removed for easier 
servicing. A two-level power ventilation system on the 
sedan and wagon selects cool air for face level, warm air 
windows to draw fresh air through the car, even when 
stopped. 
Standard engine onMallbu Is a compact V-6 which, 
with less weight to pull, can mean better fuel economy. 
A compact V-6 engine with available automatl(~ 
transmission that delivers 38 km/gal, cry, 54 km/gal. 
highway, 44 km/gal, combined based on approved 
Transport Canada test methods. IRemember these fuel 
economy figures are estimates whl.ch may be subject to 
revision. The actual fuel economy you get will vary 
depending on the driving you do, your driving habits, 
your car's condition, and available qulpment.I In 
engineering, styling, roominess and efficiency, Malibu 
can offer the resale value people traditionally look for in 
GM cars. 
We began by asking you not to be,eve our ads 
until you drove our cars. Because after you drive the new 
Malllou. we think you will be the best advertisement we've 
got. Buying or leasing? See Your Chevrolet Dealer soon. 
Some of the equ ipment  IIlustrat~O I's a~allable at extra cost. 
I' i i, tt, ttt,':,i ! , :l:l,#ll llilUlIlllt ,JI ,,l l l . . . . . . .  
Malibu.'lhe age ofllmer Space. 
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Terrace bowling lanes hold Strikers lead 
MondayMens has the 
Strikers leading with 129 
points followed by Reds 
with 11 and Leftovers 
with 106. Team highs 
went to the Strikers with 
a triple total of 3163 and a 
single of 1114. C Fleming 
took men's high three 
with a total of 781 while 
the high single went to 
Fern Gagnon with a 325. 
League leaders on the 
Tuesday Coffee League. 
are the Goofers with 124 
spoints followed, by the 
iUy Larks with 121 
Teams high wentto the 
Goofers v~tn a triple total 
of 2899 and a slng!e of 
1023. Ladies high triple 
went o Mary Krug with a 
753 while Donalda 
Preston rolled a 322 for 
the high single. 
Tuesday Mixed League 
has Jefferies Esso with 68 
points followed by George 
Haugland Trucking with 
64 points. Teams high 
went to George Haugland 
Trucking with a triple of 
3516and a single of 1240. 
Mens high three went to 
Cliff Wilkinson with a 
total of 832 while George 
Haugland rolled a 301 for 
Whalers sting Ohio 
(AP) - -  New England 
coach Harry Neale ad- 
mils his Whalers weren't 
really thinking too much 
about Cincinnati Stingers 
on IVlonday night. 
"We were con- 
centrating on get- 
tingnready for the 
playoffs," Neale said 
after the Whalers 
recorded a 6-1 World- 
nHockey Association 
victory over the Stingers. 
"The score would have 
been higher than 6-1, 
except for the goalten- 
ding of (Cincinnati's) 
Mike Liut,"nNeale said. 
New England's Mark 
Howe paced the Whalers 
, with two goals, and his 
brother Marty added 
nnother, n 
Lkit's goaltending kept 
the Stingers in the game 
for two periods. The score 
was 2-1 after the second, 
but New England broke 
through for four unan- 
swered goals in the final 
20 minutes. 
the high single. Ladies Lehmann Jewellers 
high went to Eva lead on the Wednesday 
Wilkinson with a total of ' Nite Ladies with 71 points 
718 with Linda Hidber followed by Silhouettes 
rolling a 260 for the high with 66 and Elite Five 
single, with 60. Team high went 
to the Silhouettes with a 
Wednesday Matinee triple of 2912 and a 1063 
have the Coffee WipDers single. Eva Wilkinson 
leading with~ 121 points rolled a 752 for the high 
team high also went ~' triple while high single 
the Coffe Whippers went to Judy Axe with a 
with a triple total of 2729 287. . 
and a sing]e of 938. Ladies Thursday Mixed has 
high three went to Joyce Sesame Street leading 
Dye and Yvonne Wiebe with 144 followed by 
with a total of 652 with Tillicum Theatre with 124 
Mary Krug rolling a 255 and the Krack Pots with 
for the high single. ~ 117 Team high went to 
Sesame Street with a 
triple of 2982 and a single 
total of 1080. Mens high 
went to Joe Widerman 
with a triple of 798 and a 
single of 286. Sherry 
Renney took the ladies 
highs with a triple of 623 
and a single of 271. 
Friday Nite Ledgue has 
the Funny Five out in 
front with 137 points 
followed by Truckers & 
Co. with 132 and As It Fall 
with 130. Team highs 
Rookies finally make play-offs 
.The National Hockey 
League's franchise in 
Denver may have 
received the big boost it 
needed to build a solid 
foundation for the future. 
their best-of-three pre- 
l iminary series which 
gets under way tonight. 
The other preliminary 
openers have Buffalo 
Sabres at home to New 
No one really expected York Rangers, Los 
Colorado Rockies to Angeles Kings visiting 
make the Stanley 
now that Detroit Red Wings at 
t~ayoffs and Cup Toronto Maple Leafs and 
ey are there, no one Atlanta Flames. 
expects them to get by The Rockies, in their 
Philadelphia Flyers in fourth year of existence 
• Top rookies meet 
Two rookies who helped ploying an assortment o
turn their teams into zones and pressing 
playoff contenders from defences, and they don't 
league doormats will be let up. 
matched head-to-head "They reached playoff 
tonight when the National intensity at Chrisbnas 
Basketball Association and have maintained it," 
playoffs get under way said Washington coach 
with Milwaukee Bucks in Dick Motta. 
Pmoenlx to play the Suns. Seattle was not ex- 
Walter Davis, six-foot- pected to make the 
six, of Phoenix, and playoffs either, espe- 
Marques Johnson, six- eially after stumbling out 
foot-seven, ofMilwaukee, of the gate to a 5-17start. 
will meet in a match.up But Lenny Wiikens took 
which could hold the key over ,as coach and the 
to the :bestof-three club turned, its season 
op~,,ning-round series, around, finishing with 47 
It will be Marques's wins to equal the team 
strength against Walter's record. 
quickness--although 
Marques is pretty quick, I I I I I . . |AB I ' . I  
too," said Milwaukee ] IR¢ l ig l lCm 
coach Don Nelson. 
"Davis's transition game Mike Paxton quickly 
is as good as anyone's in learned what he already 
the league." knew about Boston Red 
It was good enough to Sox--and then be taught 
help him score 24.2 points them a little something 
per game, the top about Mike Paxton. 
average among rookies in If any of the Red Sox 
the league and the ncnth- care to peruse the team's 
best mark over all. media guide or listen to 
Johnson scored at an manager Don Zimmer, 
average clip of 19.5, but they will learn that the 
led his team with 10.6 descriptions for Paxton' 
rebounds per game. inchlde 
The other three first- "aggressiveness" and 
round series begin ',competitor."n 
Wednesday, with New Butfora while Monday 
York Knicks at Cleveland it appeared as though the 
Cavaliers, Atlanta Hawks word for the 24-year-old 
at Washington Bullets right-hander would be 
and Los Angeles Lakers "showers." Paxton, one 
at Seattle SuperSonics. of four players sent to 
The second game in Cleveland Indians by the 
each series will be played Red Sox late last month 
Friday night, in the Dennis Eckersley 
Another big match-up deal, inherited a 4-3 lead 
in the Milwaukee- in the sixth inning of a 
Phoenix series is at game the Indians went on 
guard, where Briann- to win 5-4 on Ren Pruitt's 
Winters of Milwaukee ninthinning single. 
will go against Paul Paxton immediately 
Westphal of Phoenix. surrendered a game- 
They are two of the tying home run to Boston 
league's best shooters catcher Carlton Fisk and 
and most explosive then watched his out- 
scorers, fielders flag down shots 
'HAVE SAVVY' off the bats of Fred Lynn 
"I think Phoenix has a and George Scott. 
little more basketball But from that point on, 
sawy than we do," said he yielded only a fluke 
Nelson. "They're one of single before giving way 
the smartest teams in the to Jim Kern in the ninth. 
league. Westpbal will be "The problem when I 
our big problem and Ron got in there was that I fell 
Lee will be a problem behind the batters," 
coming off their bench." Paxton explained. "You 
' Cleveland coach Bill can't do that. Then you 
Fitch is happy to have the have to come in with it 
h~me-court advantage and guys like that will kill 
for his team's series you. You: don,t th ink 
again'st New York. about it when you're 
"In close series like pitching for them, but 
these, it's nice to have ihey just keep marching 
that little extra from the to the plate. That's a heck 
hometown fans," he said. of a line-up. 
The Knicks aren't "Maybe I was a little 
worried, since they won more nervous out there 
their last four road becanse they were my ex. 
games of the regular sea- teammates, but I just 
son. And they're happy made a mistake getting 
not to be facing former behind." 
team-mate Walt Frazier, In other. American 
who is still out of the .League action, Kansas 
Cleveland lineup because City Royals extended the 
of a bruised toe. Balt imore Orioles' 
Running is what winless streak to four 
Atlanta Hawks do best. games with a 4-2 victory, 
They. start scrambling at Texas Rangers downed 
the opening tap em. New York Yankees 5-2, 
and their second in 
Denver after coming over 
from Kansas City, have 
got the Denver population 
talking hockpy almost in 
the same manner in 
which they raved about 
Denver Broncos when 
they were battling for the 
National Football League 
championship. 
No one will be shocked 
the time and was among 
the top 10 scoring leaders. 
The Rangers-Sabres 
series is one that Buffalo 
should capture if they 
handle New York in the 
ser ies  aga ins t  
Philadelphia last year, 
will be up against Kings' 
netmintler Rogation 
Vachon, considered one 
of the NHL's best. 
went to Truckers and Co. 
with a triple total of 2931' 
and a single of 1064. Mens 
high three went to Ed 
Fairless with a total of~ 
693 while Tullio Sperman 
rolled a ~82 for the high 
single. Marg Mumford 
roiled a triple total of 764 
totake Ladies high three 
whi]~ the high single went 
to Betty Cage with a 283. 
The Winter League is 
winding down as the end 
of April sees the finish, 
May 6th is the date set for 
the Bowling Banquet and 
the Annual General 
Meeting is set for APRIL 
23rd at 8 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall and it would be nice 
to see as large a turn out 
as possible as the 
Executive for the coming 
season will be elected at 
that time and Rules and 
Regulations for the Fall 
season will also by set up. 
Registration for the 
Spring League is now 
being accepted for fur- 
thor information and any 
Questions phone the 
Bowling Alley at 63,~-.~ql I 
"RematOhan d embra°edSigned /i All "greatest"-. 
-- Heavyweight cha in -p lan  Leon Spinks and ,SPinks "just latest'i 
yl~amrr..ad All, trading - ,~,.uha,:~mitd All, ho-i 's  ==,,ier;. u.u.~ .by I 
qui~ and laughing all the predicting he will be the bypassed' his flignt, ux-i 
whde, signed a contract first man ever to win the fieials of Top Rank Inc,,| 
Tuesday for a rematch heavyweight boxing whichholds thercghts to[ 
bout to be held in the, championship three the Ali.Spinks rematch,| 
:Superdome in SOP- times, arrived in New said he was visiting some[ 
it ember, orleans on Monday to old Marine corps buddiesl 
i Spinks was almost an sign for a rematch in North Carohna. 
:hour late for the against Leon Spinkf. Spinks said he has 
ceremonies, keeping Spinks flew in about six nothing but respect for 
• ' i Gev. Edwin Edwards, All hours later, saying he s AI. . . 
and a room full of other just as confident he'll " "I love the man--Duo 
dignitaries waiting, keep the title for a while, not enough to let him beat 
"One thing I always n me,,, he said. ,He's still a 
tried to de when I was "He's the greatest; I'm legend." 
champ, I always tried to just the latest," Spinks 
be on time," complained said. 
The champion was Canada All, as the roomngrew hot 
with television lights and expected in some seven 
stuffy with the emissions 
of a crowd swelled by 
about 150 dropins. 
All ducked beneath a 
table, feigning fear, when 
Spinks finally entered. 
When he emerged, they 
traded mock blows, then 
embraced. 
"You gave me my 
gusto, brother," Spinks 
exclaimed, hugging All. 
It was a tone set the 
i| 
night before,~as both 
men arrived for the 
signing of a contract that 
would make them even 
more wealthy. Terms of 
the contract were not 
revealed Tuesday. 
On arrival, Spinks 
rattled verse, and All 
played it straight, n 
Junior jockey pays off 
Jockey Steve Cauthen 
attracted a record 
opening-night crowd of 
11,890 punters Monday to 
Exhibition Park and the 
teen-age riding sensation 
didn't disappoint his 
followers. 
Cauthen, 17, was given 
five mounts and each 
time his horse was the 
favorite. He didn't ride a 
winner until the final race 
of the card, however, 
guiding Vita Gal home b~" 
five lengths in the 10th 
race. 
The Kentucky native, 
who finished the Santa 
Anita., Calif., spring 
meet Sunday as the. sec- 
ond-leading rider, was an 
places gold 
if the Rockies are down 1- The Flames.Red Wings 
0 when they return home set promises one of the 
.for the second game of toughest of any series. 
the series against Atlanta, who finished the 
Philadelphia on Thur, homestrecth with 10 
sday night. They have not victories and two ties in 
won a' game in 14 games, has several 
Philadelphia in  10 tries large-sized players who 
and were 0-3 at the are not likely to back 
Spectrum. down from thee Red evenmoney favorite or 
But the Rockies did win Wings, the second most- better in all his races. He 
both of their home games penalized team in the rode two seconds, a third 
against the Flyers, in- NHL. . and a fourth over the five- 
eluding ooe costlyvictory And while the eight eighths mile track. 
Jan. 28 which saw them preliminary.round The crowd broke the 
lose sophomore centre participants go at 'each openingnight record of 
Paul Gardner for the rest other~ Montreal Cana- 11,707 set last year and 
of the season, diens, Boston Bruins, the mutuel handle was 
HAD 30 GOALS. New York Islanders and $91,587 on a cold, blustery 
Gardner had 30 =oals at Chicago Black Hawks. evening~n 
J . . . .  I A light rain whicm fell Baseball I Jr°; ~b~f"~r~t°hhe°fi~z~s ~nded 
League American League I 
• Oakland A's nipped -- Rookie John Johnson lefthander, allowed just 
Seattle Mariners 1-0 and and reliever Dave two hits through six-plus 
Ca l i fo rn ia  Angels Heaverlocombined for a innings in his first big 
blanked MinnesotaTwins three-hitter as Oakland league appearance. It
3-0. A's beat Seattle Mariners was his first game above 
Andre Thornton's 1-0 Monday night in their the Class A level. He left 
three,run homer helped home opener which drew in the seventh with the 
Cleveland to an early 4-0 an unexpectedly good bases loaded on a walk, a 
lead against B~ston turnout of 17,283 baseball single by Lee Stanton and 
rookie Allen Ripley. The fans. an error, n 
Indians then broke d 4-4 " Gary Alexander, who, Bil l  Stein, the first 
tie in the ninth on Buddy along with Johnsonnand batter to face Heaverlo, 
Bell's single, an error.by Heaverlo, came to the A'f grounded back to the 
Boston second baseman in the March 15 trade of reliever, who threw home 
Jerry Remy and Pruitt's Vida Blue to San Fran- to start a ~]ouble play. 
single, ciseo Giants, drove in the Dan Meyer was walked 
game's only run with a intentionally, loading the 
A's I Mariners 0 first-inning single off bases again, and pinch-. 
Rookie John Johnson Glenn Abbott, 1-I. hitter Bob Stinfon popped 
and reliever Dave Miguel Dilone led off out to kill the threat. 
Heaverlo combined on a the inning with a double The A's, who seemed 
three-hitter in the A's and moved to third on a destined for a move to 
home opener that'drew groundout. After Tony Denver until a week age, 
an. unexpectedly good Arlnas grounded out, were cheered enthu- 
turnout of 17,283. The A's, with Dilone holding, siastically before and 
who seemed estined for des ignated  h i t te r  durin~ the game. The 
a move to Denver until a Alexander lined a run- crowu Was 5,000 more 
week ago, were cheered scoring single to left. . than last year's home 
enthusiastically by the Johnson, a 2t-year-old opener. 
crowd, which was 5,000 
more than last year's -- Don Baylor's two.run Al Cowens drove in three 
home opener. " homer broke up  a runs with a pair of triples 
Gary Alexander drove scoreless duel between and, Paul Splittorff 
in the run with a first- California's Ken Brett checkednBaltimore on 
inning single off Glenn and Minnesota's Dave seven hits through 8\1-3 
Abbott after Miguel Di- Goltz Monday night and innings, giving Kansas 
lone doubled and moved carried the Angels to a 3-0 City a 4-2 victory over the 
to third on a groundout, victory over the Twins. Orioles in the Royals' 
Goltz, 0~2, retired the home opener Monday 
Royats 4 Orioles 2 first 12 A~els before Joe night. 
Al Cowers drove in Rudi led off the fifth Cowens, who led the 
three runs with a pair of inning with an opposite- Royals last year'with 112 
triples and Paul Splittorff field double. Rudi also RBI, tagged Nelson 
checked Baltimore on doubled off the centre Briles for a two-run triple 
seven hits through 8 1-3 field wall to open the in the third inning but ig- 
innings. Cowens tagged Angels' seventh and nored the. stop sign of 
Nelson Briles for a two- scored on Bayi.or's first third base coach Chuck 
run triple in the third home run.of the season. Hiller and was easily 
inning and tripled again thrown outat  the plate. 
in the eighth. Brett scattered five One out earlier, rookie 
hits, walked two and Willie Wilson reached 
Rangers S Yankees 2 struck out two. The first on a forceout, stole 
Texas snapped Dick Angels added a run in the second and sailed home 
Tidrow's mai~ic spell on eighth inning.' on George BreWs single. 
Toby' Harrah's RBI Second baseman Bobby With one ~ out in the 
doub le ,  C laude l l  Grich, coming off back eighth, Hal.McRae lined 
Washington's two.run surgery, turned in two a pitch from reliever Tim 
single and Richie Zisk's superlative fielding plays Stedtiard into right.field 
two-run homer. It was the to save~Brett early in the which Carlos Lopez mis- 
first time Texas had game,~/ played into a triple. 
beaten Tidrow in eight With Dan Ford  On Cowens' second three- 
c a r e e r d e c i s i o n s. second base and two out base hit scored McRae 
Meanwhile, Dock Ellis in the second inning, the with the fourth run. 
held the Yankees to one four-time Gold Glove Lopez doubled leading 
hit and an unearned run winner made a diving, off the Baltimore third 
through five innings backhanded stabofButch and scored when Wilson 
before his shoulder Wynegar's line drive had trouble picking up 
tightened and he had to inches off the ground to Rick Dempsey's single to 
leave the contest, n ~ve a run. left. 
and the track was rated 
fast. 
WON $6 MILLION 
Cauthen, who rode 488 
winners in 1977 and won 
more than $6 million in 
purses, had his first 
mount in the fourth race. 
Noble Purchase finished 
third behind Coaltown 
Ghost and Hesa Thief as 
they combined for a 
the leading rider here in 
1977 with 116 wins in 108 
racing days, rode Saucy 
Verdict to the win, his 
second winner of the 
night. Saucy Verdict paid 
$7.80 to win. PULLED 
FROM PACK 
Cauthen rated Vita Gal 
well in the final race and 
she pulled away from the 
pack coming around the 
payoff of $102.20 inthe ex- final turn for home in the 
actor pool. , $2,600 claiming race, also 
The young jockey had over six furlongs. 
secondplace horses in the Vita Gal paid $3.80 to 
next two races as Lippy win, $3.60 to place and 
Larry finished 11/2 length $2.90 to show. She corn- 
behind Beachmaster in bined with Peggy Prin- 
cess for a quinella of the fourth, while Very 
Knowledgeable nipped $40.90. 
Undercover Hero by a Daily double wagering 
balf-length in the sixth, returned to Exhibition 
• Cauthen also was Park for the first time in 
aboard the favorite, Keep nine years. Twilight 
ItComing, in the featured Madness won the first 
ninth race, a $5,300 al- race and combined with 
Postal Code, winner of 
the second, to pay $142.20 
in the daily double bet- 
ting. 
Dennis Tierney was 
aboard Twilighf Madness 
in the opening race and 
the win was his first in 
two years. 
lowance over six 
furlongs. The best 
Cauthen could do was 
bring the even-money 
favorite up to fourth 
behind Saucy Verdict, 
Lucky Time~ and 
Skyride. 
Jockey Ken Skinner, 
Donna Kemp of the 
United States won two 
events and Philip 
Delesalle of Victoria won 
one gold medal in an 
international invitational 
gymnastics competition 
today. 
Kemp, a 16.year-old 
highschool student from 
U0s Angeles, won the 
horse vault and balance 
Beam in the women's 
event, and Delesaile, 19, 
won the horizontal bar 
and placed second in the 
rings in the men's event. 
A total of 26 men and 20 
women, including four 
competitors f rom the 
United States and 
Canada, 1)articipated in 
the one-day competition. 
Diana Carnegie; 14, of 
Toronto, finished second 
in the balance beam. 
A I)roli ssional 
8x10 color portrait ti)r 88 
• Choose from our Selection of eight scenic and 
. colour backgrounds. 
Select additional portraits and save up to 1/3 
compared to 1975 prices. 
see our new large Decorator'Portrait. 
~ Your complete satisfaction guaranteed or your 
money cheerfully refunded. 
No obflgation to buy additional portraits 
, A Great Way to Remember  
Those You Love • 
APRIL 
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SHOPPERS,  
DRUG IVlAIg'T. 
4635 LAKELSE AVENUE TERRACE, B.C. 
636-7261 
One sitting per subject-S1 per subject for 
additional subjects, groups, or individuals in 
the same family. Persons under 18 must be 
accompanied by parent or guardian, 
SPECIAL DRAW! 
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THE'KINSMEN REHAB L TATION 
FOUNDATION LOTTERY FOR THE 
PHYSICALLIY HANDICAPPED 
Russian thought 
hiding in U.S. 
(AP) -- The highest- 
ranking Russian em- 
ployee of the United 
Nations is in hiding after 
apparently defecting. An 
application to the United 
States for asylum is ex- 
pected. 
Arkady Shevchenko, 
t|~e $76,-o00-a-year un- 
dersecretary-general for 
political and Security 
Council affairs, left his 
jofob six days ago because 
"differences with his 
government," a UN 
statement said. 
In Washington, the U.S. 
state department faid it 
was approached by 
Ernest Gross, Shev- 
chenko's U.S. lawyer, 
who indicated that the 47- 
year-old Russian would 
not return to the Soviet 
Union. 
State department  
spokesman Tom Reston 
said Shevcbenko did not 
ask for asylum. ~But he 
said Sov iet  officials 
requested a meeting with 
Smevchenko and that 
Gross, a former assistant 
state secretary and ex- 
delegate to the United 
• Nations, arranged the 
meeting, a formality that 
often precedes granting 
of asylum. 
Reston did not reveal 
the place or time of the 
meeting. Gross was 
reported in Washington 
Monday night, and there 
was speculation that 
Shevchenko was with him 
to meet with represen- 
tatives of the Soviet 
embassy there. 
An author i ta t ive  
diplomatic source at the 
United Nations, who 
asked not to be identified, 
said Shevchenko was in 
the I process of seeking 
asy  urn, the first UN 
anywhere. 
FAMILY GOES HOME 
Unconfirmed reports 
said Shevchenko refused 
an order from the Soviet 
government o return 
home and that his wife 
,and daughter left for 
Moscow during the 
weekend after "a violent 
quarrel." He also has-a 
:wn !n the Soviet foreign 
service. 
Associates aid he left. 
his office last  Wed- 
nesday, saying he was not  
feeling well. nand told an 
assistant o take charge 
for a few weeks• UN 
spokesman Francois 
Giuliani told reporters 
Monday that Shevchenko 
informed Secretary- 
General Kurt Waldheim 
he was "absenting 
himself from the office 
andin this connection he 
mentioned differences 
with his government." 
The New York Times 
says in addition to 
"differences with his 
government" asa motive 
for defection, "Ad- 
ministration officials and 
Western diplomats fa- 
miliar with the case said 
there were also some 
personal problems in- 
volved." 
"An American official 
mentioned a liaison Mr. 
Shevchenko hadhad with 
a woman in New York,"• 
The Times says, "while 
Western diplomats said 
he had a 'health problem' 
and remarked that he had 
been known as a heavy 
drinker." 
Shevchenko is one of 32 
undersecretar ies -  
generak the No. 2 rank it, 
the UN secretariat and 
one of 191 Russian 
citizens who are UN 
officials on the pro- 
employee ver to do so fessional or highernlevel. 
Siberian wasteland 
holds, vast riches 
- -  Buried under the vast 
wasteland of Siberia's 
fores~ and permafrost 
lie =uli~oun ted~:dn.at~r ai 
Say '~dould" ha~e a 
profound effect on the 
world's economy for 
years to come. 
Siberia holds the key to 
the Soviet Union's future 
economic" development 
and possibly to the 
development of world 
energy and mineral 
resources. 
Exploitation of these 
resources ,  aga ins t  
terrible climatic odds, 
has begun even as 
prospectors  and  
geologists continue their 
explorations through 
bitter cold of the region's 
almost endless winter. 
• Tempted into Scberia 
by wages up to double the 
nat iona l  average ,  
workers are battling 
some'of the most difficult 
conditions in the world, 
• including earth'quakes 
and mudalides, extreme 
isolation, and a landscape 
that turns to mosquito-in- 
fested swamp for the few 
months it is free from the 
rigid grip of winter. 
MIGHT BE LARGEST 
In Siberia, oil and 
natural gas reserves that 
specialists ay might be 
the largest in the world 
have now been tapped 
and the Samotlor oil 
deposit in the Tyumen 
region, ranked third in 
the world in reserves, 
already produces about a 
"billion barrels a year. 
Officials say only five 
per cent "of the 
Tyumennregion, which is 
three times the size of 
Texas, has ' been 
thoroughly explored. 
More than 10o,0o0 
workers have cdmpleted 
a third of a new rall line 
almost 2,000 miles long 
that will open the region 
in the next five years to 
full-scale exploitation of 
its resources. 
• REGION IS VAST - 
The region stretches 
from the Ural mountains 
of Russia east to the 
Pacific. It is larger than 
the United States or 
China, 
Still almost untouched 
here lie an estimated 90 
per  cent of the .Soviet 
Union's potential natural 
• resources, n 
According to official 
Soviet estimates, 'they 
include ninetenths of the 
, nation's" bituminous coal 
reserves, twothirds of its 
iron ore, four-fifths of its 
timber, and la rge  
deposits of almost all 
mineral,elements.. , ,  
:~Fi/M~"~.dUi~b~Jlde~nfi~i  
Udokan are said to ex- 
ceed those ofrithe United 
reindeer breeders. Urgal 
is one of the key towns 
growing along the 
railway line. 
One Western ecofiomist 
said recently: "Siberia is 
going to become a major 
region in world trade. 
We're watching to .see 
how the Soviets decide to 
handle it." 
Chileans " 
freed 
Aquatic events, of the XXll Olympiad are 
featured on the onrth set in a series of Soviet 
Union seml~postal sports stamps for the 1980 
Olympic Games in Moscow. The multi-coloured 
stamps, all 30 by.42 ram, depict (clockwise) 
i 
The U.s. jnsti~e depart- 
ment, concludcng that 
responsibility for FBI 
excesses in the anti- 
radical campaign of. the 
early 1970s rests at the 
top, has obtained the 
indictment of former FBI 
director Patrick Gray 
and two of his highest 
former aides• 
In the culmination of an 
internal investigation, 
the department also 
dropped its prosecution of
John Kearney, a former 
FBI supervisor in New 
York,'who was indicted a
year ago in connection 
with FBI break-ins, mail 
openings and wiretap- 
pings between 1970 and 
the summer of 1972. 
" I  am thoroughly 
delighted, pleased and 
vindicated," Kearney 
said in Montreal, where 
he was visiting. Keamey 
was the first agent in FBI 
~story to be cmarged 
with a felony 'involving 
his official duties• He 
resigne~ in 1972 to enter 
p Vate 'busihe's~. " ~"i 
In a ease 'guided by 
AttorneyGeneral Griffin 
swimming, 4 -b 2 fiopecks; diving, 6 + 3 kopecks; 
water polo, I0 + 5 kopecks; and canoeing, 16 + 6 
kopecks (kayak) and 20 -4- I0 kopecks (Canadian 
singles). Completing the set is a 50 + 25 kopecks 
souvenir skeet, 90 by 70 ram, that depicts rowing. 
Former FBI director indicated 
former assistant direc- said, he was taking un- 
tor, on a cmarge of specified isciplinary ac- 
conspiring to violate the tion against Wallace 
fights of citizens through LaPrade, an assistant 
unlawful break-ins. FBI director and head of 
The charge carries a the bureau's New York 
maximum penalty urn10 
yearfnin prison and a fine 
of $10,00o. 
ISSUES STATEMENT 
Gray issued a 
statement hrough his 
lawyer saying he had 
"never participated in or 
knowingly authorized any 
illegal conduct during my 
tenure as acting director 
of the FBI." Betty Ford Felt, who called the in- 
dictments a "tragic 
mistake," said that he, i n  hospital Gray and Miller rejected . 
a justice department 
offer last week td plead (AP) -  Betty Ford, long 
guilty to a misdemeanor in fragile health, has 
charge. 
States, Chile and Zaire Bell, a federal grand jury telligence community," 
combined. ' Monday indicted Gray, Felt said. 
More than 100 towns Mark Felt, former ,Bell, .who announced 
and large communities associate FBI director, the indictmentsata news 
are planned through the and  Edward. . Miller, conference Monday. also 
reg ion  fo rmer ly  
populated only by a few U S ' W  G e r m a n  tribal hunters and • • • 
Felt's statement was 
confirmed by Miller's 
lawyer,  who said his 
client "emphatically 
denies any wrongdoing." 
"Irrespective of my 
personal case,.: these 
indcctments will h~i~,e a 
chilling effect on all law 
enforcement and the in- 
President Ferdinand 
Marcus ordered the 
release tonight of more 
than 500 persons held in a 
military stockade for 
participating in a 
relations 
Chancellor Helmut Sch- 
midt 's  conservat ive,  
opponents blame him and 
by implication President 
Carter for a 
"dramaticnworsening" 
in relations between West 
Germany and the United 
States.n 
U.S. and West German 
officials concede that 
relations between the two 
most powerfkl members 
of the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization are 
strained over the neutron 
bomb, U.S. opposition to 
West Germany's nuclear 
deal with Brazil, the U,S. 
strained 
UPSET BY REPORT 
Bonn-Washington 
relations 
were not improved by a 
re 
-port in the news 
magazine 
Der Spiegel 4hat Foreign 
Min 
- ister Hans-Dietr ich 
Genscher" 
told the chancellor that 
Car 
office, "for his conduct in 
these matters." 
Bell sa id  70 other 
persons--68 in the FBI 
and two in the justice 
department--will be sub- 
jected to disciplinary 
action ranging frohi 
censure to dismissal. 
Gray was appointed 
acting FBI director by 
then-President Richard 
Nixon in May 1972 after J. 
Edgar Hoover's death. 
Gray's nomination to be • t . 
permanent director was 
withdrawn in 1973 in the 
wake of questions raised 
about his handling of the 
Watergate and In- 
ternational Telephone 
and Telegraph (ITT) 
cases, including his 
destruction of Watergate 
documents at the request, 
of a White Hn;ise aid~ 
described as "a problem 
-ter. "in destroying every 
ratio 
-nal calculation of the 
.alliance, 
and his decisions are no 
longer fathomable." 
peaceful march to protest dollar and what West A foreign ministry 
alleged fraud in last Germany should do to spokesman said State 
• w e e k '  s N a t i o n a I improve the international Secretary Guenther van 
Assembly election in the economic limate. Well met with U.S: Am-. 
Philippines. Bkt a 'NATO diplomat bassador Waiter Stoessel 
Kept in custody were with close ties to both to deny the Spiegel 
former senator Lorenzo countries says the strains report. U.S: diplomats 
Tanada, 76, a lawyer and are natural..Bonn and refused to comment but 
campaign managerofthe Washington are "among they seemed irritated. 
opposition People 's  the closest" capitals in , Last iyear Carter 
Power party, and six the world, and "when a stepped up opposition to 
other party members relationship sas close as the sale of West German 
including four can- this, there are boundnto nuclear-power quipment 
didates, an , an- 
nouncement  f rom 'be~the'se hiccups." to Brazil because itwould 
Maladanang Presidential "The dramatic wor- enable the Brazilians to 
Palace said. sening of relations bet- make plutonium that 
The announcement said might be used in nuclear ween the U.S. and West 
Tanada and the six others Germany and the result- weapons. The Wes! 
were the leaders and ing danger to our securit~ t~ermans conmaereumat 
organizers of Sunday's has become especially ~ '*~ 'at° ,a ,p~mls~ ng 
. . ' , ~A~JU/ t l ,  , ,gut4~t~ Ix | ,~  ¢ lA~ march, which protested clear in the chancellor s . . . .  J . . . . .  ,, going aneau wlm me the. death of feedom and handling of the neutron- _ . 
democracy"' in the ~veapon issue," said the aeai: . . . . . . .  
Philippines opposition Christian .~cnmmt ann ms.au- 
. . . .  k . . . . .  • ~ Democratic Union in -• vlsers also nave neon Th~ ~uwt. , ,=, , t  a~- ° n r "•  ""- 
cused the marchers of statement Monday a~ ge eo n y ~.~. ~essure 
. . . . .  The im-lieatio~' ~,, expann me verman auvocaung violence p was to' 
~,~;,~t tho ,,n,,,,.nmont that Schmidt should h~,, ~ economy so as Increase 
"6G; rge7   7-iiYe  'i prevailed onCarter togo We~ Germany soimports ' 
• " h d ith r " , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  assembly and inciting to a ea w p oduction of . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  the ne"tron bum'- - '-'-'- gwe mew economms a reoelnon nao been iliOn u ~, wnwn . . . . . .  
--" . . . . . .  both th- "eci-li-t . . . .  ' ooos~. Tne tiermans are ~etore a military court e ~ ~ s chart- . . 
against allofthearrested cellor and the con- ,beldmg~a.c..~c, on tending 
' a ' s nt  .m, , , ,u  ~-F,u .~.,,~,,,,,, marchers bu~; , t~,  an: ~e~vls~en s w?e,  mBoUctrthte might rek,ndle inflation, 
indicated the charges hedged by ,sayi g Sch- ARREST BOB HAYES 
may be referred, toa civil midt was only, par~, DALLAS (AP) -- 
court. ' responstme .wr medlf -  Former Dallas Cowboys 
Earlier, today, security ficulues ~zween ~_onn wide receiver Bob Hayes 
forces raided a Roman and wasningmn. Tney and another man were 
Catholic mission near  di.d not say.wh0 els e arrested Thursday on 
here and seized large mlght De .to ~!ame, nut drug charges in an early 
quantities of documents, the impncauon was morning raid in the north 
military officials said. c~ear, n Dallas suburb of Addi.~nn 
checked herself into a 
hospital for treatment of 
what the former first lady 
describes as an "in- 
sidious" problem of 
"over-n~edicating 
myself." . 
The~acting superin- 
tendent'of the U.S. Naval 
Hospital where Mrf. Ford 
was admitted Monday-- 
t~vo days after .hern60th 
bcrthday--denied " that 
she was in any way ad- 
dicted to drugs. 
"It's an insidious th'ing 
and I mean to rid myself 
of its damaging effects," 
saidnMrs. Ford. "There 
have been too many other 
things I've overcome to 
be forever burdened with 
this." 
with medication." He 
said she was in "fine 
condition." 
NOT "ADDICTED 
He denied that Mrs. 
Ford was in any way 
addicted to drugs, but 
refused to  elaborate 
beyond Mrs. Ford's 
statement. Zimble also 
refused to say what medi- 
cation was involved or 
how long she will be in 
hosp i ta l ,  a l though 
sources aid two or three 
weeks is likely. 
Mrs. Ford has suffered 
from arthritis and a 
pinched nerve in her neck 
for several years. 
Dr. Neff Diess, a Los 
' Angeles Coknty Medical 
• Assooi~tion official, said, 
in a telephone interview 
that a number of drugs 
Her statement was are  usua l lyused  for 
issued shortlyafter she arthrit is, which can 
was driven from her new cause - painful in- 
desert home in Palm flammation of joints. 
Springs, 160 kilometres Those drugs include 
east of here, to the navy cortisone and pain-killers 
hospital in this. Los such as codeine, aspirin 
Angeles uburb, or Darvon, he said. 
Her husband, former' The statement from 
president Gerald Ford, Ford's office quoted the 
said later in the day that former president as 
he will continue his saying the current 
schedul~ ofnappearances 
in Alabama and will not treatment ofhis wife was 
"in no way related to the 
return to California cancer which Mrs. Ford 
before Friday. experienced nearly four 
Capt. James Zimble, 
acting superintendent of 
the hospital, said Mrs. 
Ford was in the alcohol 
I . .  and drug re,,abilitation 
centre for what he 
years ago." - 
In 1974, Mrs. Ford was 
discovered tohave breast 
cancer and underwent a 
mastectomy and related 
treatment. 
Suicide attempt 
A 6S-year-01d Russian 
woman whose son 
defected in 1974 was 
gravely ill in a~ hospital 
today after aj~tempting 
suicide in a~'Moscow 
passport office. 
Anion`ha Agapova, who 
swallowed acid after 
officials refused to accept 
her family's latest ap- 
plication, to emigrate, 
earlier this month failed 
in a bid to leave the 
country in a light plane 
with her daughter-in-law 
and grq,qddaughter. 
Mrs. 7~gapova~s suicide 
bid took ,place before 
Swedish journalistliEdda 
Savborg in the vis~ office 
in central Moscow..~.., 
Her daughter~,law,'  
Lyudmila,  39-yepr-old 
wife of Valentin Aghpov' 
who defected from a 
merchant ship in Sweden 
in 1974, returned to the 
waiting room after of- 
ficials refused to accept 
the visa application, Miss 
Savborg said. 
She said the elder Mrs. 
AgapoVa went out tO a 
bathroom and returned a 
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Moro appeals ' 
for freedom 
ROME (Router) -  The communique, which was 
kidnappers of former accomvanied by a 
premier Aldo.Moro have handwritten statement 
rejected secret deals with from Moro. 
the Italian government The caller was 
for his release, while referring to a letter Moro 
their hostage has again was reported to have sent 
appealed 'to the au- to his wife on Saturday 
thorities to secure his containing a Brigades' 
freedom, ultimatum, a message 
In a message left for whose existence the 
reporters in four cities authorities refuse to 
following calls to their confirm despite top-level 
newspapers, the Red meetings during the 
Br igades guerr i l las  weekend. 
Monday night ~led out As in previous 
secret negotiatiofls. " messages, the brigades 
"Nothing must be made no specific de- 
hidden from the people," mands for the release of 
they said in their fifth Moro, held since March 
communique since ab- 16 when his car was 
ducting Moro almost four ambushed and his five 
weeks ago and subjecting bodyguards shot dead. 
him to a "people's trial." In particular, no 
But "this is not the mention was made of 
message you have been exchanging the former 
waiting for," a man told "premier for any of'the 15 
the Rome daily II Red Brigades leaders on 
Messaggero in one of the trial in Turin on sub- 
calls announcing the version charges. 
Syrian troops 
open fire 
BEIRUT (AP) -- The 
first stage in Israel's 
pullback in southern 
Lebanon was reported 
proceeding smoothly 
today as Syrian troops 
opened fire in Beirut in an 
attempt to end a new 
outbreak of Moslem- 
Christian fighting in the 
Lebanese capital, n 
' Both a UN spokesman 
in Beirut and .an Israeli 
army spokesman in 
northern Israel reported 
no hi tches as Israeli 
troops moved back two to 
five kilometres at eight 
points from the Khardali 
Bridge eastward along 
the Litani River tO the 
Arkoub region in the 
foothills of Mount Her- 
mon. 
"Norwegian 
peacekeepers replaced 
Israeli forces in all va- 
cated areas and by mid- 
morning we had no report 
of any violence," the UN 
spokesman said. 
A second pullback 
Friday will remove the 
Israelis from onefourth of 
the 1,300 kilometres of 
Lebanese territory they 
occupied during their 
invasion last month to 
drive the Palestinian 
guerrillas north of the 
Litani. 
DEPLOY UN FORCE 
Total Israeli with- 
drawal from southern 
depend on effective 
deployment ofnthe UN 
force and on measures to 
prevent return of the 
• guerrillas tO the area. 
About one-half the 4,000 
UN troops slated to take 
up positions in southern 
Lebanon are on station, 
UN fpokesmen say. 
T ree  LeSanese  
government radio called 
the Israeli pullback in- 
significant. But the 
government launched a 
simultaneous 
repatriation of civilian 
refugees to the invaded 
southern regions. 
Meanwhile, as the first 
convoy of refugees set out 
southward, Syrian tanks 
and armored cars went 
into action along the line 
between Bei rut 's  Ein 
Rummaneh and Chiyah 
districts after Christian 
snipers in Ein Rum,, 
maneh and Moslems in' 
Chiyah exchanged fire 
from rooftOp positions. 
The Syrians, ordered to 
"shoot to kill without 
warning at any armed 
person and to silence fire 
from any direction,'" 
opened up with machine- 
gun volleys. The fighting 
was l&alized. But the 
staccato f machine-gun 
bursts and thuds of ex- 
plosions cared people off 
the streets in adjacent 
Lebanon is expected to neighborhoods. 
Not our t ult, 
says. Vorster 
(AP) --  South Africa Under its apartheid 
few minutes'later with a make it clear, that no 
paper cup in one hand 
and an empty bottle in the blame for this lies on our 
shoulders, that we did other, n 
" S h e s h o u t e d everything we undertook 
something that sounded to do," Vorster told the 
like 'The Soviet author- South Mriean parliament 
in Cape Town. 
.ities have driven me to "But Transkei is an 
this' and then collapsed." 
Mrs. Agapova was independent s ate, andit 
is the prerogative of the 
taken to hospital after an ' prime-,minister of an 
ambulance crew treated independent s ate to act 
her for 30 minutes on the in this way".if he is so 
premises. Hospital offi- advised, even if it should 
cials later said she was be to his own disad- 
gravely ill with acid 
poisoning, vantage." 
Lyudmila Agapova T a n s k e i P r i m e 
M in is ter  Ka iser  
stabbed herself with h M~/tanzima nnounced in
bread knife in similar the Umtata on Monday 
circumstances in 1976 
after an earlier ap- that his government is 
plication was refused• cutting diplomatic t ies 
with South Africa-- the 
:She told reporters last only countr~ that 
week that he family tried 
four times toreach a light recognizes . • its in- 
plane which had flown in dependence--and will 
from Finland to take" press a "struggle for 
themnto j in he/" husband liberation" from .white 
in Sweden. rule in South Mrica. 
Political sources in 
REMOVE GRASS STAINS' Cape Town said 
Remove grass stains by M a t a n z i m a ' s a n - 
covering them with cream of nouncement caught South 
tartar. Africa by surprise. 
OVER-ALL  PLAN 
expressed regret today 
that the first black tribal 
homeland it created,.  
Transkei, has' cut the 
umbilical cord with its 
motherland in an ap- 
parent bid for world 
recognition. 
South Mrican Prime 
Minister John Vorster. 
said "it is not our fault" 
that Transkei decided to,  
b reak  d ip lomat ic  
relations, adding that the 
move can only be to the 
"disadvantage" of the 
tribal hod~eland. 
"From the govern- 
ment's side, I wish to 
policy of racial 
segregation, South Africa 
plans to consign its 19 
million" blacks to nine 
scattered homelands. ' 
Critics said the creation 
of Transkei and the over- 
all homelands plan helps 
perpetuate dominance of 
South Africa's 4.5 million 
whites. 
Mantanzima .said he 
was forced to break with 
South Africa because of 
its "contemptuous .and 
brutal" rejection of 
Transkei's claim tO East 
Griqualand, an  area 
along Transkei's nor- 
thorn border. 
He predicted not only a 
confrontation'- between 
Transkei and South 
Africa,abut a %loody 
struggle" between black 
and white South Africans. 
Observers here said 
Mantanzima has been 
under domestic pressure 
to take a hard line against 
South Mrcca and appears 
to be hbping fornsome 
recognition abroad by 
cutting ties with South 
Africa. ', 
Transkei  remains 
economically dependent 
on South Africa, which 
provides more than half 
of its. 1977-78 national 
budget of' $274 million. 
Matanzima said he 
expects South Africa to 
cut off financial aid and 
he appealed "td Western 
countries to come to 6m 
assistance." 
Just after Transkei's 
independence Oct. 26, 
1976, the United Nations 
General Assembly voted 
134 to 0 to declare the 
"shan: independence" 
invalid. 
T 
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 ayl-" car serwces'  " in" adequate ,  Felines have an easY l i fe 
" cn.uc-t'qar-n ne - 'ec*e  g l  t ~ TORONTO(CP)--Nol having a feeling of For thosewhowantto don't believe he's a eat," 
e x n e n s ~ v e -  a,, God's creatures are responsibilitY." know the emotional says owner Mary Price. 
feeling the pinch of in. Enter cats to fill the make-up of a pet. there is Maybe he isn't. 
• ~- - - ' L~- - - -~- - - - '~"  Ramsay MacDonald, a ' 
• flatten these days. void. suburban veterinarian, EXHIBITION CON- 
Nearly half the mothers "But day-care services "In our rush to will be provided." ' For certain fluffy, And enter Cat Country who says most neurotic $1DERED ' 
in Canada hold jobs, and really suffer if they ac- emancipate women we She said the situation is snooty felines, l i fe has boutique where doting eat behavior can be EASTWOOD, England 
more than a quarter of cept too many paying have neglected what not desperate, but the 250 never been better. From owners can purchase tracedbaek to theowner. (CP) -- Paintings by D. 
them leave babies and parents because they lose to their hap.pens parents on the regional their own boutiques to jewelled crewelwork cat 
toddlers behind when money from govern, children," said Andy day-care waiting list may their psychiatrists and pictures, RoyaI.Doulton If you have irritated or H. Lawrence, some of 
they go to work. ment,"said a spokesman Cohen, execut ive-  think otherwise, veterinary clinics, cats china cats, cards, books neglected your fluffy which were banned as 
But as the number of for • the to.operative director of the Canadian Although critical of the are the pampered pets of and poetry, friend, MacDonald said, being too erotic last time 
womenen/ering thework centre. Council on Children and quality of day-care today. . - ' - -  look for . extremist they were shown in the 
force" increases, the A subsidized family Youth. services here, Mrs. Hotz  Improvement in the 10t VETS CATER TO CA'rb behavior or bed-wetting 1920s, may be gathered 
provision of daycare need pay only $3, for Cohen said he hopes said:. "When I see what Note the eats-only (which should not be together for an exhibition 
services for their example, and the preparations for the the ~others (provinces) of theeatisdue, inlarge practice of Dr. Willy difficult ospot), marking the 50th an- 
children is decreasing, provincial go~,ernment coming International have, lguesswe'reprett}' part, to the human Stonehouse and three niversary of the author's 
Child-care experts and will contribute the Year of the Child will well" Off." population's economic associates who offer,a Finally, there is the cat death. The idea is one of 
blues. mothers agree that day- .remaining $17. But a focus more attention on DAY CARE NOT roundthe-ciock service'to stow from the home of several.being considered 
care services generally centre receives only the needs of children, and REGULATED Most people cannot hundreds of cat owners in Boots, a 53-pound kitty in in this Nottinghamshire 
are inadequate and ex- $10feefrom a full-paying that includes better day- A 1976 report by'. afford houses and, as a Toronto. Hamilton who goes out communi ty  where 
pensive, parent, care services. Hepworth on the quality result, are turning to 
Generally, the" system Lorraine Parsons, who Society seems inclined of. day-care 'facilities apartment buildings for Not all cats live a life of only at night because his Lawrence was born. 
caters to those poor recently returned to work to leave children in the showed that five living quarters. And what luxury. Of the estimated size scares people. "They 
enough to be subsidized after her third child was 'hands of just about provinces did not have better pet for high- 3.2million cats in Canada (at least 100,000 in the and those rich enough to born, turned to a nanny anybody without paying regulations relating to density urban living than Toronto area), an 
afford the $10 daily fee. service for help. attention to the kind of family day care, the cat, who doesn't need NOTICI:: TO MK BAY unknown but high 
lurch,The saysreSt areMelan|eleft inHotz,the day"Wecare,"didn'tsheg°said.back"Itt° care they are being The report showed that to be walked and comes number are strays who MARINA USERS 
given, he said. in Prince Edward Island with a portable litterbox? live the best the~, Can off 
director of regional day- was too expensive." And, said Hepworth, only fire and health .Yet the word is mat garbage and handouts. 
care services for Ottawa- . THEY HAVE GOOD the welfare of Canadian regulations were being people need cats more - Contracts for moorage at MK Bay Marina 
Carleton region. INCOME " children is clearly being enforced. Staffing varied than cats need people. Last year the Toronto 
D i a n e P 1 e w i s, Together she and her brushed aside by widely, with Alberta and Humane Society cared for the 1978.79 season have been circulated. 
separated from her husband earn "more than governments saying that Quebec, for example, "Married couples are for 10,000 cats and kittens If you do not receive yours in the mail and 
husband and mother of a $30,000. They ~vould have daycare and other social, requiring one staff delaying children but and was forced to destroy wish to retain a moorage spot, please 
four-year-old child, was to pay more than $120 a services must be reduced member for every 10chil- they want a cat to fill in 7,500 of them after a contact either Custom Sports at 632.4655 or 
unemployed for nearly week to have someone during an economic' dren under age two. In the family unit," says three.day stay. the Regional District at 635-7251. All 
eight months, look after their six-year- recession. ' Ontario, one staff Ruth Mendick,whose Cat " moorage contracts must be renewed by 
Af ter  rece iv ing  old betweeh school hours, Mrs. Hotz said her member is required for Country boutique in Meanwhile, in that' 
unemployment i surance along with day-care fees department has been every 3.3 children of that Toronto is the first of its other strata of living, cat April 15, 1978 for the upcoming season. 
benefits for three months," for their fouryear-old and limited to a sixper-eent "age. . kind in Canada. room mates are popular, 
berday-caresubsidy was f0ur-month-old baby. increase by the Ontario . Not all provinces with some people even Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
cut off. Her choice: pay Instead, thecouplepaid government. "It 's not required formal training "Everything today is renting two-bedroom No.9-4644 Lazelle Avenue 
fullfeesor]oseherunem- a finder's fee of $375 and a enough to maintain and qualifications for a career, career, career, apartments o their pet Terrace, B.C. 
ployment insurance local personnel agenc~ present services and director or staff mem- But single people need to can have a room of its VgG IS6 
benefits, brought a British woman certainly no new services bert. express affection and own. 
She was told that a to Canada for them. She 
mother cannot at the is paid $64 and boards in ~, 
same time be expected to an upper apartment of 
care for a child at home, their home. .. 
legitimately be looking Pierre_ Tremblay of . 
for work and remain Q.C. Personnel, a wh -atever Zf "- eligible for unem- Toronto-ba ed agency, 
ployment payments, said they have provided 
Mrs. Plewis paid the bona fide nannies and 
full fee, and after finding experienced mother's /~  ~/  
work with a salary of helpers for about 200 . ~ ~ ×  
$11,000 she earned too families here. - ~ _  
much money to become But if such substitutes 
eligible for subsidy again, to day care are touted 
SHE IS  OUT OF" then pressure is off, the your 
MARKET government and the de- t" 
"I have priced myself mand for better day-care ~', ",i~ 
fight out of the subsidy services is muted, said " " 
market," she said. 
. . . . . .  Philip Hepworth of the 51eanwnlle, nee any- • . 
Canadmn Council on pitch i " ' -  care centre allows only . . . . . . .  • . ;~cml vevel pment two non-subsidized . . . . .  "'.. 
. . . . . . . . . .  nepworm, a long-ume tammes to use me inch- " . . . . . . . .  e . . . . . . . . . . .  activist Ior oetter oLay- lues ,Ior melr roamers . . . . .  • • • • . . . . .  care .  a,oaros a.o m- J / r  • ....... , .. • easervlces, estt- .. • ~ . . . . .  .1 • ................ ) 
surwve:  fmancml ly  mated the need fo r  ~ . ¢ .  i; ~ :' ............ ~'~'~." . .. 
otherwise. , ~  
Nearly 80 per cent of 600,000 daycare places for I . ' 
regi°nalday'care s r" children under six' S T R  ~ K E  I ~ ~ vicbs here are subsidized, However, reports from 
said M~. Hotz. Depend- within and outside the ., 
ing on'their financial government show that |, | 
only 80,000 day-care 
status, some parents pay places now are available. 
as little as 50 cents a day. 
A l l  provinces offer A recent government 
sUbsidized ay care. And survey showed that in IT 
costs in most provinces 1977 existing day-care It 
spaces decreased by ' 
vary from $6 to $7.~0 a 1,800. While ohly seven ~ ' J  
day, said Howard Cliffoi'd ~ ..~ 
of the federal day-care centres closed that year, 
most reduced the number ~ ~ D 
information centre, of children in care and 
Better services cost 
more. Ontario parents few new ones were RICH! 
pay $10 a day although opened" 
actual day-care costs CHILDREN 
figure closer to $20. NEGLECTED 
Roots, violence 
at convention TAKE A LOOK AROUNDYOUR 
q 
LA-S VEGAS (~,P ) -  Princess Anne, wasbeen ATTIC, GARAGE, RUMPUS R O O M  
Alex Haley wants to see fined &15 (about $30) in a . ~ / 
m o r e t e I e v i s i o n Lofidon court Monday for 
programs about he roots speeding, his second AND TURN YOUR DON'T WANTS INTO CASH of various ethnic groups conviction in little more 
in the United States and 'than a year. 
Michael Linden wants to' With two convictions 
see less violence, against him, Phillips A T  THiS SPECIAL RATE Haley, author of Roots, needs only one more to 
told the 56th annual have his driving licence 
National Association of taken away. 
Broadcasters convention 
that television should put Both Phillips and 
°nm°repr°gramsab°ut' Princess Anne have had 5 L INES 5 DAYS 5 DOLLARS the roots of various ethnic trouble keeping their speeds down w ile • • l 
groups in the United driving along Britain's States. 
Most Americans tend to roads. Phillips was fined 
think of other races or a year ago March for ::~ 
nationalities in terms of speeding and Princess 
Anne, 27, was fined in I . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
tive,"clicheS'and it'sUSUalYsuch a loss,"nega" January 1977. I Print your ads in the squares'on the coupon. Be sure to include 
Haley said Monday. I DALLY H i l l l tD  Mail Coupon.with $5.00 cash your telephone number and leave a blank space between words. 
In another session at LONDON (AP) -- I 'Cheque or Money Order to: 
the convention, Landon, Princess Margaret ,  I "STIIIKE IT  R l l}H"  ,s,rike It Rich" Ads ItemsmaynotexceedS250invalue. Price must be included in the 
star of NBC's Lcttle undaunted bycriticismof I The Daily Herald advertisement. 
House on The' Prairie, her relationship with a I ADS 3212 Kalum, 
young pop ~ singer, has I s~id he worries more I Please allow one space behceen words Terrace, B.C. VSG 4B4 Your advertiseme6t will run for five consecutive days upon about violence than sex in resumed her royal duties J [ [ 
television, after a weeklong bout I i t  I I  II I i i i  I I I I I I  I I l i/ I ) rece ip t  of coupon and accompanying payment. 
"rthink sex is a little with the flu. [ ] I I I I  i I I  I:l [ I t  I t / I I I I I I i  I I  I No canceUations or'refunds. new to TV to get excited A small crowd cheered 
about;" he said during a Margaret, 47, as she ,- , I '. 
panel discussion on sex arrived Monday at I No business ads please. 
and violence on TV, But London's Westminstei' " I 
violence, he added, "is a Cathedral to attend a I Advertisements must meet the Daily Herald advertising stan. 
damn important" issue charity concert. It was [ I J [ ] [ [ J [~ I ] J ] [ ] I [ ] I J J ] ] [ I J I dards, 
because of its potential her first public ap- .,~ 
pearance since taking ill. Name ............................... i affects on viewers. : . . . . .  ' . I 
Margaret, who is Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  [ Strike It Richads cannot betake n over the telephone. 
LONDON (AP) -- One separated from her Postal Code . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ., . . . . . .  I ." 
more speeding convcc- husband, Lord Snowden, I Classification __  _ Telephone No __  ' . . . .  I FOB IT l [BS  UP TO $250 Ill VlILUE tion and Mark Phillips has been under fire from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
wmi~ have to consort less anti-monarchist I. • I 
royalty and more lawmakers for her ~ Turn Your Don't Wants ,nto Into Instant Oath ) 
with his chauffeurnor friendship with 30.year- 1...-- - . - _  Take Advantage of this Special Rate Today! 
with taxi drivers, old Ruddy Llewellyn, ari . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - " J  
Pfiillips, ,husband of aspiring singer., 
J ' 
# 
q 
• 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or relect any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
with. In 10 d.ays of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. •
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Or!glnals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
A l l  claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
'to publish" an advertisement 
or In the event of an error• 
appearing in the ad: 
vertlsement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
osrrect insertion for the 
portion of the advertlslng 
space occupied by the In- 
osrrect or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Ad 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
lustlfled by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
i4. BUSINESS 
PERSONAL 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 
Monday to Friday, af. 
ternoons 
PUBL ISHER 
• Don Cromack 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Ef fect ive October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c" 
6y  Carr ie r  mtb  3.00 
By Carr ie r  year  36.00 
By Ma i l  3 mtn 12.00 
By Ma i l  6 ruth 22.00 
By Ma i l  year  40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
Brittsh Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 s 
Telephone: " 
112.604.635-6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thqrnhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
The ~• regular monthly 
meeting of .the Skeana 
Progressive Conservative 
Herringbone, a one.act play 
CLASS IF IED RATES by Tom Cone, directed by 
Merry Halsor, will be per. 
LOCAL ONLY: formed at the Terrace Little 
20 words or less S2.00 per Theatre at 8 p.m. on Friday, 
.nsertlon, over 20 words 5 April 21 and Saturday April 
cents per word. 22, as Terrace's entry In the 
3 or more consecutive In. B.C. Drama Festival. Ad. 
sertlons $1.50 per,Insertion, mission $2.00 at the door or 
reserve •through McColls 
REFUNDS: Real Estate. 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds ~fler 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Inserflori. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates a'vallable upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $3.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL. POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD. 
VERTISING: 
$3.50 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a ,4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prier to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of ~;5.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.~prg¢luctlon charge for 
w~'~l "  and,~F ~ engagement 
p ictu'ros. ,News of wedd ngs 
(write.ups) received on( 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without ploture. Subjed to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
The deadline for entries In 
the Terrace Annual Arts and 
Crafts Show Is April 14. 
Please send entry forms to 
the Terrace Art Association, 
Box 82, Terrace; for more 
Information phone 638.1233. 
The 13th Annual Arts and 
'Crafts Show, featuring art, 
craft and hobby exhibits and 
sales will take place on April 
22, from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
andon April 23, from 10 a.m. 
to 5 p.m., In the Caledonia 
Senior Secondary gym. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con. 
stantly yell at your children, 
or hit them,or find It hard to 
control your angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving con- 
structive parent you really 
want to be. 
All inquires absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635.4419 
Jane 638.8302. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 6"3S.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL 635.7551 
OR 
63S.7751 
"THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies & 
Greenware, air brushing 
available, custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635-9393 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrlgeretlen 
contracting. 
"House wiring. 
: ~4S-5171 
FULLER BRUSH 
Order now •by phone. Phone 
or make an appointment. 
Mernle 63S-9721. 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the Iobless. 
Phone 635.~35. 3238 Kalum 
LOst: Brief case containing 
papers for Amway Products 
phone 635.9323 (I)3-9) 
LOST: Long eared 
Doberman Pincher . lost 
around Keith Ave. area. 
Mete and answers to the 
name "Rang". Any leads to 
the whereabouts of,,Reno are 
asked to call 638.1794. (c3-10) 
Mills Nk}morlal 
Hospital 
Terrace, B.C. 
POSITION VACANT 
(Temporary Relief) 
Frorn April 17,1978. 
August 21,1978 
POSITION: CLERK Il l  for 
on Lazelle Ayenue on X.Ray Department 
Sa t~u~ aYS ibetweeii ;.~11: 0~.~,lOU RS: Monday to Friday, 
a.m. iand:3:00 p.m. "r~ank'~ga00. 1600 hours. 
you. (nc) DUTIES: Under diredlo6 of 
~keena District Girl Guides 
would like to annour~ce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company in the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are In. 
terested please call 635-3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
Births 5.5.0 HEALTH CARE FOR 
Funerals 5.$0 SENIORS A St. John Am- 
CardsofThsnks 5.50 bulance Course You are 
Memorial Notices S.SO never too old to Ioernl For 
more Information, please 
PHONE 635.6357 phone Mrs. Carol Harrison,. 
Classified Advertising E)e~. 635-5842. 
Thornhill 
Junior Secondary 
Starway to Fashion 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre, on 
April 12.at 8 p.m. 
Sponsored by Thornhlll Jr. 
sac. Fashion Club and Local 
Merchants. 
Alternative Energy En. 
thuslasts . Solar, Wind, 
Methane, Hydroelectric, 
Wood etc.. Are you currently 
designing or experlmontlng 
with small-scale renewable 
energy systems? The 
Pacific Rim Education' 
Prolect Is setting up a 
Northern Network to 
facilitate development ol 
such systems. Pictures and 
prolect descriptions are 
needed for a booklet: to be 
published this spring. Write 
Box 707, Terrace, B.C. (wthf 
to may11) 
Northern Nelghbours, . a 
I 
Women's Club wlll beheld on consumer oriented food co. 
Wednesday, April 19, at 1:00 el, wlli be holding their bl. 
p.m. ln the Terrace Little monthly general meeting, 
Theatre Building, 3625 Wed..atT:30p.m.Aprl126. In 
Kalum Street. the Senior Citizen Room at 
the Recreational Centre. 
Anyone Interested welcome. 
.. Thornh l l l  Vo lunteer  
Flreflghters Ladles Aux. are 
having a Coffee & Crafts 
afternoon on Sat. April lS 
from 1:00.4:00 p.m. at the 
Thnrnhlll Fire Hall. 
For further Information 
call 635-6764. 
Tickets are still available for 
all 3 performances, of the 
Royal Wlnnlpog Ballet May 
5th and 6th atthe R.E,M. Lee 
Theatre In Terrace. 
Tickets cost $8.00 
Reduced Price ef $4 for 
children for Saturday 
Matinee Performance only. 
Write, enclosing a cheque for 
tickets, to the Terrace a~nd 
District Arts Council, Box 35, 
Terrace, B.C. For more  
Information phone 635.2!01. 
B.C.O.A.P.O. - Annual Fall 
Bazaar. November 18th: ':'through 
1978. Arena Banquet Room Estate. 
Herringbone, a ofie-act play 
by Tom Cone, directed by 
Merry Halsor, will be per- 
formed at the Terrace Little 
Theatre at 8 p.m..on Frlday, 
April 21 and saturday, April 
22, as Terrace's Little 
Theatre entry In the ~ B.C. 
Drama Festival. Admission 
$2.00 at the door or reserve 
McColls Real 
• Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
• Thornhill Baby Cllnic every 
2nd and 4th Friday at the 
Community Centre from 1: 30 
• 4:00 p.m. 
- Adult Clinics. Man. Wed. & 
Fri., from 3:00. to 4:00 p.m. 
. V.D. Clinic • 3:00 p.m. every 
Man. & Thurs. ' 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747. or 635.3023. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
hold every Tuesdayat 7p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907' Lazelle Avenue. 
Head X.ray Technician.- 
Perform receptionist duties 
Including X-ray billing, filing 
and other related functions. 
(See ' attached Job 
Desorlptlon) 
To do general darkroom 
duties when workload 
warrants. • 
SALARY: As per H.E.U. 
Local 180, contrad. 
Hourly. $5.57840 
Plus $20.00 " Northern 
Allowance monthly. 
QUALIFICATIONS: Ac. 
curacy with figures and 
• typing, 50 wpm, Knowledge 
of X-ray depar.tment 
operat.lon and understanding 
of radlologicel end medical 
terminology an asset. Must 
be able to work on own 
Initiative. 
This position involves 
considerable contact with 
the general public, 
therefore, a pleasant 
manner and an ability to 
.communicate with people Is 
essmtlal. Must be able to 
work under pressure. 
APPLICATIONS: Submit In 
writing to the undersigned 
on or before Friday, "April 
14th by 1600 hours. 
B. MacKeanzle 
Mllls Memorial Hasp. 
4720 Haugland Ave. 
(02-9) 
Clerk Typist Cashier 
required. Must be ex. 
perlenced typist and able to 
handle clerical workJ 
Pleasant working ¢~naitlonsj 
oh'ante for advancement. 
Steady employment Good 
salary. I.A.C., 4639 I~a~etp~, 
Terrace, B.C. 
(C5.8) 
I 
~ppllcatlons are now being 
)xr4)pted for 2 positions at 
~'etwannle Creek Camp, 
<ltlmah B.C. for a staff 
:ouncellor, S1200 pm 
~onth.' Camp cook $1000 
=or month. Please forward 
• esume by April 21 to BOx 
140 Kitlmat. Attention J. 
Nentz (03.10) 
FOR SALE: Westinghouse 
dryer, whLte S135, and an 
elecfrolux vacuum cleaner 
638.1655 after S (p5•10) 
OWNER MUST SELLI 1976 FOR SALE: Enterprlze 
CB400 Supersport. One of deluxe Range, excellent 
Honda's best handling mid condltlon, deluxe 8xi0 pool 
slzeblke's.Alsotwohelmets table, pool balls, snooker 
a,-,~ motor cycle sult. balls. Accessories. phone 
(Belstaff) Plus complete 638.8480 (p3•9) 
tune-up kit. Only 3,000 
mllesl I Phone 63S.3046 after Ladles 5 speed BRC bicycle. 
S:30or phone 635-6357 during New near condition phone 
day. Ask for Brad (sff) 635.2529 (03-9) 
Must sell; 1976 Honda GL 
10o0. In excellent condition. Top Quality mixed hay for 
Phone 63.~3855 or view at sale. Heavy bales 8,$7.3165 
4404 Walsh Ave. (p20-may9) (c12t,w,th,may4) 
LOOK|NG FOR . FUR- 
NITURE? 
For excellent prices on 
furniture see the bargain 
floor at FRED'S FUR- 
NITURE LTD. 
4434 Lakelse Ave. ' 
Terrace 635.3630 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF) 
FOR SALE: Older frldge 
Drycleanlng firm requires 
bookkeeper. ~ust be able to 
do financial statements. 
Exporlence preferred. Write 
Bo~ 1175 Terrace Herald. 
(cS-lO) • 
WANTED: Male or female 
person to manage workshop 
for hondleappad people - 
must have administrative 
ability and able to organize 
dally routine. Apply giving 
resume to Box 264 Terrace, 
B.C. (c5-11) 
1. POSTION: Clerk III, 
Switchboard.receptionist 
HOURS OF WORK: 0700- 
1500 and 1300.2100 hours. 
DUTIES: Receptionist, 
cashier and switchboard 
operation, verifications and DID YOU KNOW • 
adr/llftlng clerk. Oueensway Trading 
Nse required to assist with 3215 Kalum St. 
bookkeeping, filing, and 638.1613 
general office duties. 
QUALIFICATIONS: Ac. Have A New Shipment 01 
curacy wlth flgures and 
typlng (S0w.p.m.). 
Knowledge of a varlety of 
office procedures required. 
SALARY: As per H.E.U. 
Contrad 
Start: SS.57e40 per hour 
PERMANENT PART TIME 
POSITION FOR THE 
PERIOD OF APRIL 17, 1970 
to AUGUST 21, 1978 ONLY. 
2. POSITION: Clerk III; 
CASUAL switchboard. 
receptionist 
HOURS OF WORK: 0700. 
1500 and 1300-2100 hours. 
DUTIES:• Recepflonlst, 
cashler and switchboard 
operation, verlflcatlons and 
edmlftlng clerk. 
Also requlred to asslst with 
bookeeplng flllng, and 
general office dutles. 
QUALIFICATIONS: Ac. 
curacy wlth figures and 
typlng (S0 w.p.m.). 
Knowledge of a variety of 
office procedures requlred. 
SALARY: As per H.E.U.. /rein a menswear shop in 
Contrad this •Nott inghamshire 
Start: $5.57840 per hour town without even e,- 
.CASUAL POSITION ONLY• taring the premises. The 
REQUIRED TO WORK thief hooked the trousers 
WITH ONLY MINIMUM 
NOTICE GIVEN. through the letter box! 
APPLICATIONS FOR THE 
ABOVE TWO POSITIONS 
MUST BE SUBMITTED 
BEFORE THURSDAY, 
APRIL 13, 1976 at 1600 hours ; - • 
'to: 
Bruce MacKenzie 
Assistant Administrator 1 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
4720 Haugland Avenue 
Terrace, .B.C. 
VOG 2W7 
(c2-8) 
If you reside,in Terraoe 0rii .. 
Th0rehill and do not have 
a paper carrier - 
4t : 
we have a 
SPEOIAL 
ON SUBSORIPTIONS. 
FOR YOU! 
PHONE DAWN: 
E 
635-6357 
Must sell, moving, snow 
blowe¢,,home made, 2 horse "Four at tracker 15x10, four 
fraller, plston pump. What whlte spoked rims $ bolt. 
offers? Phone 635.6694. Nearly new 635-5092 (stf 3.10) 
(PS-9) 
37. PETS " 
We need % ton pick.ups. 
Trade now on this 1977 Nova, 
350 ve engine, automatic 
t ransmiss ion ,  power 
steering, radio, air con. 
ditlonlng, priced at $;4,995.00 
Come into Camperland and 
see us at 5412 Hwy. 16 West. 
or call 635.6174. Dealer 
Llcence No. D00611A. 
(C5-9) 
For Sale: 2 single beds, 
sectional chesterfield, and 
misc. Items, canoe. Phone 
635•3377. 
(P6•10) 
and stove - good working 19 foot Sangsterrcraft, Glass 
condition. $75 phone 638-8497. hull, 110 Volvo.Pants motor, 
(p2-9) with reconditioned leg, price 
$4,000. Phone 635-2370. 
NO GARAGE YARD SALE: PS-9) 
Saturday April 1510 a.m. to 5 
p.m., 3981 Dabble St. by * See 
Copper mountain School. P.M. PLASTICS 
Selling many different Items for 
to many to list. (03.10) CANOES 
also 
FOR SALE: 1 • 23" cabinet FlbreglessMatt-Rovlng 
color T.V. $275 phone 635- Cloth and Resin 
4561 (03-10) 3890 Muller St. 
Phone 635.6684 
(clmon..1May) 
Bar type .' pub mirrors . 
Pachlnko. Japanese pin- 
ball games . 
. California grape tray wall 
hangings " 
Used hand guns 
Furniture. Appliances 
M0"c h more 
Come in and 
Browse 
- WE BUY 
ANYTHING 
OF VALUE 
TRADE. SELL- 
- NEW- USED- 
)pen 6days a week 9:30 - 
fll 9 on Fridays 
"Terrace's most unlqul 
second hand store" 
¢ 
THIEF  USED LET- 
TERBOX 
WORKSOP, England 
(CP) - -  A thief got away 
with .17 pairs of trousers, 
20' Smoker Craft riverboat 
trailer end motor. 842-5889 
R.R. No. 1.Klsplox Rd., Box 
39, Hazelton, B.C. (95.12) 
FOR SALE: Doberman 
Pincher pups, one male - 
four female. Pure bred. No 
papers. $75 phone 635-3680 
FOR SALE: One mallmute 
Siberian cross. Female. 
Also 1 • 2 year female 
Mallmute Siberian cross to 
give away, preferrable out of 
town area. 635-9308 (p3.9) 
LONDON (CP) - -  A 
collapsible travelling bed 
used by Queen Victoria 
when she was a princess 
was auctioned recently 
for &480 ($1,000). The bed 
• was bought by Wolferton 
,Station Museum on the 
Queen's Sandr ingham 
estate. 
Clinton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished 
~tudio or 1 bedroom 
3Dartments. Securl.t, 
enterphone. Sauna. 
63S-9422 
638-1032 I 
GAVE MONEY TO 
NATION 
LONDON (CP) - -  
Spinster Evelyn Young 
left &35,000 ($75.000) to 
the nation in her will. '1"he 
bequest, she stipulated,~ 
should be used "to help 
cut Br i ta in 's  nat ional  
debt."n 
Dolt Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 36" 
I, ,h,ot, onJ - 3.76 
THE DAILY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
CARRIERS 
WANTED " n , ,  
AREA 
E 
PHONE ........... 
636'6367 
THOBNHILL 
Kofoed or/ 
and 
River I)r, 
i area 
Queensway area 
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FOR SALE: 3 bedroom, 1V= 
bath, full basement, older 
home on large lot, good 
residential area. Close. to 
schools, fruit trees,' large 
garden area. 4823"Scott 
$35,000 635.3175. (ctf16,17 
WMWF) 
FOR SALE: 3 bedroom 
house. Close to school and 
hospital $27,500 phone 638- 
8422 (p2-3,8) 
For Sale: By owner, 3 
bedroom duplex dwelling. 
Full basement, oak floor, 
double lot, landscaped, good 
location. Low taxes. Phone 
635.3463 after six p.m. 
(CTF.Apr.2g) 
2 bedroom ht)use on 4527 
Scott. Wall to wall carpets, 
natural gas heat. Priced for 
quick sale as owner moving 
Asking $27,000 phone 635.3377 
(1~-13) 
% 
Wel; built3" bedroom home, 
IV2 baths, fireplace, wall to 
wall carpet, large finished 
rec room. Fully landscaped, 
fenced backyerd. Quiet 
residential area, close to 
schools phone 635.5179 (c5- 
11) 
Owner transferred. Must 
Sell. 
Exceptional family home, 
close to schools and shop- 
ping. Sunken living Room, 
with fireplace, sliding glass 
doors to covered patio; 
formal dlnlng room wlth 
fireplace are two of the 
features of this outstanding' 
home. Large kitchen with 
built-ln chlna cabinet In 
eating area, mud roum, 4 
bedrooms, 2 baths, rec- 
room, workroom, and ample 
storage areas. Complete this 
home. Large lot has frult 
trees, garden area and 
greenhouse. 4840 Walsh. Low 
50%. Interested parties only 
please call 635.3175 after 5 
p.m. 
(CTF) 
For Sale: by owner, 3 
bedroom home on Davis 
Ave. Close to downtown and 
schools, 1150 sq. ft., up and 
down fireplace, large 
rumpus room, 1V= bath 
upstairs, full bath down- 
stairs. 2 additional 
bedrooms In basement. 
Fully landscaped with 
garden,aroa. Fenced yard. 
CarperL Phone t6' view 635. 
7628 (c5-12) 
52, WAkTED 
" TO RENT : 
For Sale: 74 Dodge Coronet 
custom, 8 cyl., deluxe in. 
terlor. P.S., P.B., Vinyl roof. 
$1600 in good Condition. 
Phone 635.6394 between 9-5. 
638-I003 after 6 p.m. 
(Cs.e) 
For Sale: 1977 Chev V= ton 
pick.up, 6 cyl. standard, 
radio. This unit has low 
mileage and is in like new 
condition, see It at Cam. 
perland 5412 Hwy. 16 west. 
Dealer Ilcence No, D00611A. 
(C5-9) 
1977 Ford LTD, 4-door sedan, 
351 V8 Engine, power 
steering, cruise control, 
automatic transmission, 
radio. See it at Camporland, 
5412 Hwy. 16 west, or call 635- 
6174. Dealer licence No. 
D00611A. 
(C5-9) 
FOR SALE: 12x46 two 
bedroom mobile home. 
Located on fully serviced lot 
In Thornhill. Asking $13500. 
Financing available• 
Contact Gerry Warren at 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635.7117 (ctf) 
1972 Monarch mobile home. 
3 bedrooms, frldge and stove 
Included. 8x25 ioey shack, 
asking price $8,000 phone 
635.3542 after 5 on weekdays. 
(c6-11) 
For Sale: 1973 12x60 Trailer 
with 2 bedrooms. Phone 635- 
7697 efter 4 (c20-10) 
10'x44' Premiere trailer. 
Asking Sl,500 O.B.O. phone 
638-8382 (p3-9) 
MUST SELL: 1975 12'x64', 3 
bedroom Vista Villa Trailer. 
Very well Insulated, In ex- 
cellent condition Including 
ioey shack and sklrlng, 
washer and dryer. WlI~I 
move to location of your 
choice, phone 635.6940 (p10- 
12) 
FOR SALE: 12x60 2 
bedroom trailer. Newly 
redecorated 1Ox25 joey 
shack. Phone 635.5348 (p10- 
11) 
MUST SELL! 1974 3 
bedroom Glendale trailer, 6 
major appliances - set 0p 
and skirted - all offers • 
considered phone 638-1554 
(p3-10) 
Household Realty 
Wanted room and board for SECOND MORTGAGES 
middle aged lady. Around No bonuses 
May 1st. Phone 635.618o No brokerage fees 
between 10-4 weekdays. (c3- 
10) No finder's fees 
FAST SERVICE WANTED TO RENT: 
Reliable family requires a Come on in or call the nearest 
large 2 bedroom or 3 office of Household Finance 
bedroom house. Ira- Ask for Mortgage Services 
medletely. Phone 635-9151 4608 Lakelse Avenue 
room 350 (ctf) TERRACE 
635-7207 
LOT FOR SALE: 2708 
Molltor, 62'x177' Asking 
$10,000 phone 635.2003 (ctf) 
PROPERTY FOR SALE: 38 
acres near Seeley Lake, 
South Hazelton, on highway. 
Spruce and. cedar timber. 
Creeks, house logs. $1%000 
842.5954 (p12-w.th.f-~ap28) 
1967 Ford Galexle $350 or 
best offer phone 635-2547 
after 5:30 (c3-6,8,10) 
38 acres near seely Lake. 
South Hazelton on Highway. 
Power, telephone, creek, 
spruce house logs, and saw 
timber. $19,000 Phone 842. 
5954 (p4-18) 
Acreage for Sale In town by 
owner. 2.3 acres.3 bedroom 
home. Basement finished, 
Barn, landscaped. Asking 
$69,000.00 Phone early 
evenings at 635-3620. 
(CTF May S) 
Stationary Store for sale. 
Located In downtown 
Terrace. Replies to 5023 
McRae Crescent. V8G 2B9. 
(C10-13) , 
1977 GMC ~ ton window van. 
Finished rust proofing. V8, 
auto, PB, PS, Has 15,000 
miles plus many extras. 
phone 638.8237 after 6 p.m. 
for further details. (c5.11) 
1969 Beaumont 327, 3 speed 
auto, a steal at S750 phone 
635.3016 (ctf) 
23' motor home. Less than 
3500 miles 635-2396 (p3-8) 
FOR SALE: 8' campe~. 
Like new conditlon phone 
635.5634 (p3-8) 
FOR SALE: 16' Travel 
Trailer. Good condition. 
Sleeps 6. Stove, frldge, oven 
and furnace. Phone 635-5044. 
View at 4.524 Olson (p3.8) 
1976 Chinook motor home. 
Fully equii~ped. Will con. 
sider trade of car or truck. 
Phone Prince Rupert 624- 
~480 (pS-10) 
For Sale: 8' campereffe. 
$500, phone 635.4577. 
(C6-10) 
sakkers Modular Structures 
for sale. Very reasonably 
priced, attract ive looking 
pre-fab greenhouses. 4 mll 
poly or flbreglass covering 
phone 638.1768 or view at 3961 
Dobble St. (p10.11) 
FAR KO CONTRACT,NG I 
LTD. [ 
Sand, gravel, relect crush I
gravel for driveways. I 
Phone 635.5156 (C20-20) J 
I I 
MOVING??? 
CHECK BUDGET'S LOW 
ONE-WAY TRUCK RATES 
THROUGHOUT WESTERI~ 
CANADA. 
CALL TOLL FREE 
112:800-663-3478 
BUDGETRENT A TRUCK 
Prpvlnce of 
' British Columbia 
Ministry of Highways 
& Public Works 
Dease Lake Highways 
District R No.5 
Pursuant to section 27 of 
the Highway Act and 
regulations pursuant fo the 
Commercial Transport Act, 
notice is hereby given that 
restrictions are' Imposed as 
follows: 
Effective 1:00 a.m., Thur- 
sday, April 13th, 1978. 
LEGAL AXLE LOABING 
only will be allowed on: 
Highway 37, from B.C. 
Yukon Border South to 
Southern Highway District 
boundary. 
Atlln Highway, from B.C. 
Yukon Border to Atlln. 
50 percent of LEGAL AXLE 
LOADING only wil l  be 
allowed on.: 
Telegraph Creek Road, from 
Dease Lake to Telegraph 
Creek. 
ALL OVERLOAD PERMITS 
ARE CANCELLED FOR 
THE DURATION OF THE 
RESTRICTIONS. 
VIOLATORS OF THE 
REGULATIONSAND 
RESTRICTIONS WILL BE 
PROSECUTED. 
Dat.ed at Dease Lake, B.C. 
April 10, 1978. 
District Highways Manager 
Dease Lake, B.C. 
For: 
Minister of Highways. 
(april 11,12,13) 
FOR SALE: Registered 
Anglo~ Arab mare. Two" 
yearling Reg. Welsh pony 
colts. Box 127, Telkwa, B.C. 
(p3-9) 
HELP WANTED: 'Earn 
$200.00 monthly part-time; 
$1,000 full time. Easy to 
succeed with our training. 
Write Fuller Brush Com. 
pany, C-O Box 108, 808, 207 
West Hastings St., Van. 
couver, B.C. V6B 1H7, or 
Mr. T. Dlamond, R.R. 3, 
Kamloops, B.C. V2C 5K1. 
(cff) 
PERSONAL: Discerning 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mall. Send $1.00 for our 
latest fully il lustrated 
catelogue of marital aids for 
beth ladles and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. ~/6B 3)(9. 
(cff) 
HELP WANTED: Ex- 
perienced good-natured Gir l  
Friday for B.C. ' Farm 
newspaper required. Must 
be well (irgenlzed, accurate, 
self starter, willing to accept 
responsibility. Duties wlll 
Include some proof reading. 
Apply in writ ing listing 
quallfloatlons, experience, 
salary expectations and 
references. Write Box 112, 
care of The Communicator, 
808, 207 West Hastings, St., 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B' 1H7. 
(2-8) ' 
WOMAN NAMED • 
GENERAL 
WASHINGTON (AP) --' 
Pres ident  Car ter  
Thursday named Col. 
Margaret Brewer to be- 
come the first woman 
general in the U.S. 
Marine Corps. Brewer, 
47, of Durand, Mich. ,  a l se  
will become the corps' 
first woman director of 
information. The marine 
corps is the last of the 
U.S. armed services to 
elevate women to the 
rank of general. There 
are six women generals 
now on duty, two each in 
the army, navy and the 
air force. 
F ILM MENDED 
MARRIAGE 
PORTSMOUTH, 
England (CP) -- Rev. 
Harry Maber  helped 
mend a broken marriage 
by showing the couple a 
movie film he took of 
their wedding. "It really 
opened our eyes," the 
couple told the vicar. 
"We've been such 
fools." 
WHAT'S THE BIG DEAL 
ABOUT BREAKFAST? 
Breakfast is the most important 
meal of the day. However in our 
modern society many people either 
skip breakfast or have an 
inadequate one. Some just can't 
find the time to make a good 
breakfast. Others, trying to cut 
down on their calorie intake, think 
that skipping that first meal of the 
day will help them reduce, and 
there are those who just can't eat in 
the morning - -  their stomachs 
aren't awake yet. 
Our bodies need a steady f lowof 
nutrients to work efficiently. If you 
skip breakfast, chances are that the 
nutrients you ate at dinner the 
night before aren't enough to last 
the "15-18 hours until lunch the 
next • day. You're bound to be 
performing at less than peak 
efficiency. 
Two Iowa State University 
studies found that when breakfast 
was omitted, work efficiency 
decreased in late morning. 
Scholast ic  achievement and 
attitude towards school were 
poorer in students who skipped 
breakfast. The Iowa studies also 
found that eliminating breakfast 
was of no great value to those on 
STRAWBERRY-NOG 
1 egg 
3/4 cup cold milk 
6 large strawberries 
I tbsp. brown or white sugar 
Combine all ingredients. Blend 
until smooth. Serve at once .  
Makes 1 serving. 
BANANA-NOG 
1 egg 
I cup cold milk 
1 small ripe banana, sliced 
1 tbsp. honey 
• Combine all ingredients. Blend 
until frothy and smooth. Serve at 
once. Makes ! serving. 
diets because the dieters "were 
usually hungrier and therefore 
more apt tO snack on high-calorie 
foods during the rest of the day. 
It is important that breakthst 
include sufficient protein. Several 
studies have found that this is an 
important factor in keeping energy 
levels up in the late morning hours. 
A balanced breakfast should 
provide 1/4 - 1/3 of your daily 
nutrient requirements and should 
contain foods from at least hree of 
the four food groups outlined in 
Canada's Food Guid.e: milk and 
milk products; meat and alternates 
(including eggs); breads and 
cereals; and fruits and vegetables. 
Here is an idea fo r  a light, 
nu.tritious breakfast treat which.. 
even early morning non-eaters will 
enjoy. The Fruit-Nog basically 
consists of an egg (for •protein), 
some juice or milk and fruit 
blended together. (If you don't 
have a blender, a bowl and beater 
will do in most cases). The Fruit- 
Nog itself is nutritious. Add a 
muffin or slice of toast and you've 
got a well balanced breakfast 
which will start your day off right 
and t.ake very little time to prepare. 
• 'ORANGE-NOG 
1 egg 
1 cup chilled orange juice 
1 tbsp. honey (optional) 
1 tsp. lemon juice (optional) 
Combine all ingredients. Beat or 
blend until frothy. Serve at once. 
Makes I serving. 
APPLE-NOG 
1 egg 
3/4 cup chilled apple ju ice 
IA cup cold milk 
1 tsp. honey 
zA tsp. cinnamon 
Combine all ingredients. Beat or 
blend ~ntil frothy. Serve at once. 
Makes 1 serving. 
JOINS FIRM n . Ltd. of Vancouver to join 
TORONTO (CP) -- the fii'm in a new division 
McCannErickson Ad- called McCann-Negus,, 
vertising of Canada Ltd. The new, McCann-Negu~J 
has  reached an division expects 1978 
agreement' with Ne~us billingf to exceed $2.5 
Edwards • Advertising million, 
I I 
~ Province of Ministry of BritiSh Columbia Highways and Public Works 
PROVINC'E OF BRITISHICOLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF HIGHWAYS & PUBLIC WORKS 
TERRACE HIGHWAYDISTRICT 
Pursuant to SecfiGn 27 of the "Highway Act" and 
regulations pursuant to the "Commercial Transport 
Act" notice is hereby giveh that lead restridions are 
imposed as follows: . 
Effective ~t 1:0O a.m. on Thursday, April 13, 1978: - 
Yellawhead Higltw~ay No.16 is restricted, to legal 
loading only within the Terrace Highway District. 
R.M. McMillan 
District Highways Manager . 
for: 
Minister of Highways 
Dated at Terrace 
April 10, 1978 
Briefs 
REPORTS LOSS 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  
Cascade Paper (Cabano) 
Inc.. the Que- 
becngovernment-backed 
co-operative, reports a 
loss of $2,852,-~0 for the 
made in Canada, a 
Prudential statement 
said. The other $25 
million comes from 
American' policyholders' 
fundf. 
WATCII~,'D BY U.S. 
year ended Oct, 31, 1977, WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
the corrugating medium A small Soviet Navy 
mill's first year of force headed by a guided 
operations, Sales for the period were $4,-240,907 missile destroyer is 
for the company oper- cruising in the "Gulf of 
ation in Cabano, 220 Mexico under theeyeofa 
kilometres northeast of U.S. destroyer. The 
Quebec City. The losses Pentagon said the 
were covered by addi- Kashin-class destroyer 
tional support from the accompanied by a tanker 
Quebec government and and a minesweeper n- 
the Desjardins In- tered the gulf March 31 
vestment Corp., owned after a call at Havana. 
by the co.operative The Soviets have sent a 
Desjardins Movement.n naval force to Cuban 
SIGNED COM- waters on 18 separate 
MITMENT occasions ince 1969. 
MONTREAL (CP) --  UNEMPLOYMENT 
Prudential Insurance Co. UP 
of America signed a TOKYO (AP) -- 
commitment" Monday to Unemployment in Japan 
buy ,$45 million worth of increased 100,000 in 
debentures from Ivaco February. The govern- 
I~dustries Ltd., a ment statistics bureau 
Quebec-based manufac- reportednthere were 
turer of steel products, 1,360,000 million unem- 
wire, nails and screws, ployed in February, or 
About $20 million 2.08 per cent of the work 
represents investment of force,  compared with 
Canadian policyowners' 1,260,000 in January and 
money and ~s the largest 1,220,000 in February, 
single commitment ever 1977. 
Tunnel and Rock Workers Union 
Local 168 
Meeting of Thursday, April 13 
CANCELLED 
Because of miners death 
in Tasu 
FOR SALE 
INDIAN AFFAIRS AND NORTHERN 
DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY 
AT 
518 MUSGRAVE PLACE 
...... :. PR.INCE R Up.ERT, BRITISH COLUMBIA ~ 
Sublect |o prior sale or withdrawal';n whole or in"part,• 
THE MINISTER OF PUBLIC WORKS will receive 
offers for the purchase of the Crown's right, title and 
interest in the property described below: 
Parcel "B"  of Lots 13, 14, and the East 1/2 of 15, Map 
1978, Block 13, section .5, Range 5, Range 5 Coast 
District, Plan 923. 
Together with a frame two storey four bedroom 
dwelling on full concrete basement, with a total floor 
area of approximately 159 m2 (1,71o sq. ft.) erected 
thereon. 
Sealed Offers addressed to the Head, Tenders & 
Contracts, Department of Public Works, Canada, !110 
West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3W5 and 
endor~ied with the Project Name will be received until 
i1:00 a.m. (P.D.S.T.) 23 MAY, 1978. 
The Department's forms shall be used when sub. 
retiring Offers to Purchase. Offer Forms and ad- 
ditional Information may be obtained by contrading: 
D.C. Kirkby, Public Works Canada, Property Services 
Branch, 1110 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
V6E 3W5, Phone: (604) 666.6466. 
Offer Forms and permission to inspect the property 
may be obtained from Mr. Marcel Filion at the 
Department of Indian Affairs Office, 214 Third Street, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. VSJ 3J8, Phone: 627.1731. 
Offers Forms may be viewed at the Princt~ Rupert and 
Terrace Post Offices. 
The Department reserves the unqualified right to 
reject any or all offers received. 
H.D. Ladoucier 
Head, Tenders & Contracts 
i 
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ACR0~ ' 39 Chinese DOWN ='Sixth se=e 
1 Fabtdous 
bird 
4 Grit tale 
8 Ship's bow 41 Landed 
12 Author property 
Levin. 45 Bark cloth 
13 To comer 48 Tyrannical 
14 Country path SO Fish sauce 
1S Losl~s hope 51 Grafted 
17 Ancient (Her.) 
19 Garment 52 Greenland 
1 Frees 23 Actress 
2 Russian Powers 
city 24 Original 
3 Instance inhabitants 
4 Barrel of Moab 
~ ~ '' 1 25 Grate • 
5 The Ram 26 Rail bird 
6 Biblical 27 Greedily 
name eager 
7 Detest 28 Storm . 
8 Greek ' 29 Swiss river 
part 
19 Favorite 
21 Thing, In 
law 
22 Chemical 
compound 
Flowing 
• garments 
22 Viper 
30 Chalice 
31 Elliptical 
22 Scottish 
explorer 
Ancient 
' Greek 
country 
34 Equip 
Through 
36 Muscle. 
spasm 
37 Experts 
| 
|I nil 
II 
"ABCDEFGH 
Eskimo philosopher 32 Dwells 
53 Rich source/ 9 Roofing slate 33 One of the 
54 To scorch 10 Undivided Muses 
55 Square of 11 Marry 
turf 16 Danger 
Avg~ solution time: 24 rain. 
44 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
I F 16 1 ! i f  
5 
_ ~ W 9 2C 
, NI;  
12~ - 
: 56 " 
i ! ! 
i | m m 
CRYPTOQUIP 4-4 
IHFAHIC  E J J  CGHFHC 
School org. 
~Cityin 
Wyoming 
38 LoeaUty 
28 Seed 
integument 
42 Aconite 
43 Yugoslav 
VIP 
44 Modified 
plant 
formation 
45 Headgear 
46 Famous 
boxer 
47 Cob's mate 
49 Chemical 
suffix 
+~, i , 
14+1+ Lpkei. LAKELSE PHARMACY ss , .n .  
.G~ftware, Eas'ter Candy, Cards and prompt  
~1 prescription services ............................................ ~ 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN. 
i 
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By Stan Lee and John Romita 
• " l  Your !nd,v,dua 
nor0scope 
Frances Drake,, 
FOR THURSDAY, APRIL 13,1978 
What kind of day'wlll promptly as. passible, Don't 
tomorrow be? To find out what walt for snags to appear. I .  
the stars ay, read the forecast thorough study of details 
given for your birth Sign. needed. 
SAGITrARIUS ~ -  
(Mar.ARIF~21 to r 20)14~'-~ Tact and utmost discretion 
Ap. t'v)~--~ <Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) '~ '~"  
New.techniques, novel yen- 
tares, anu~ual methods could 
brim real advancement. Day 
especially favors . ex- 
perimentation, pioneering. 
TAURUS H ~'~-~ 
(Apr. 21.TO May 21) ~;~7~ 
Do not lower your di~dty by 
using strong-arm or other not to lap over too much in any 
forceful measures to achieve one direction. Start with a 
your desires. Y0~U will ac- suitable tempo and maintain it. 
complizhmore through tact and AQUARIUS ~ 
graciousness.. . • (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
GEMINI W,~"  Look for the "loopholes" that 
(May 22 to June 21) " "~7"  trick needlessly; be alert to 
Start he day with verve and mis representat ion ;  s i f t  
at a steady pace. Investigate carefully for truths. Once sure 
the validity of new offerings, you are on the right track, make 
Caution advised in financial your moves --  confidently. 
matters. PISCF~ ~ 
CANCER ~, .~ (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
(J..une 22 to July 23) v%. .~ You should have no trouble 
~ou may have an unusual carrying out neeessary 
opportunity to advance your requirements, but this fs no 
interests immediately --  one time TO take on "extras" or to 
which could have an important scatter energies. In general, 
bearing on your future as Well. stick to routine. 
Be ready TO script. 
LEO YOU BORN TODAY are 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) ~ endowed with a fine Intellect, a 
This IS not the time for dynamic personality and 
~ c r / c  ~teHr /~ l Ja~~ F A~.~. m+H~-, r ~ l  ~ms.~e~e w,== ~ except -M 
I ~ _  -_'L~'~'.--"~"t~..-...--~d I A~; me LEAPS / ~ '~~"  I Mi. II/. _~+ - "  I P / I l lU l  
~///////////////~///////////////////////////////////////~H~- ~ /z/~/z /////z~. 
othe~'a will be most important. ' from 
In all situations, display good I 
sportmmuship. 
CAPRICORN t~ Open until 10 p.m. Friday and Saturday I 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ~ "  il .................................................... 4735 LAKELSE PHONE 635-7977 j -  
Good influences! Activities . . . . . . . . . .  
should be handled evenly so as 
CATFISH 
dwelUugonolderrers, excoptto" unnsual versatility. You area  
recognize that hey must not be naturally curious individual 
repeated. On with your present ~would make an outstanding 
program -- especially if it has reporter or detective), but your 
been built on a 'solid basis, curiosity is not of the petty, 
VIRGO prying type• With family, 
by Roger eo//e~ & C~y Peterman 
~/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / i  e SHOP • AT EDS BILL IARDS 
[~ . Enjoy Billiards? . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Visit Bed's j~ 
WIZARD OF na  + by  Brant  Ip~ke~ a id  J ~ m ~  ha~ 
you, but do not give up old mi~ant, o ialle e "live and lot • A t7~: :~ " W~L. I~ ['1t~ ( ~-'V~R~Ne.T'HO0 "~_ " 
i" Cryptoqnip--ALERT DELPHIC ORACLE llrolectsofvalun. I  these flelds live attitude. Your desire to [:~ JCSHOTS. , pl~eill-~F../ .'(oU THt~IK ~4AZE~D/ You ~ou(~Wl" TH~ ~e~ IN. 
Today'sCryptoquipdue:AequaisD for which you have a llidng, you vestigativeone--agrestesset J I,~-! (~ ' t~:  ~P~ . " ~ ~  I : ~  ~ =~ 
is a simple sub~tltuti,,, ~|, her in rich ua~ may wel| spond abead now. in many profe~[ol~. There are / V ~ ~  -" ' ' '  ~ ~ [  ' . '~-  / ~ ~  
ds for another. If you I ~ k ~hat X .,,.Is O, If LIBRA __~ many fields in which you can 
( p.Se t 24 TO Oct. ) - -23  -o-l l l  m succeed,i but notably ea a . ~ . ~ . . 9~ 
mgbeut the puzzle. Sk 'Je k tters, s ,rt words, Stellar aspects not entirely bus ness executive (if you 
an apostrophe can gt e ~,o, elue-~ ) loeatin~ friendly. Much willdepend upon restrain a tmdeney toward i 
is acoompll~ed'by t ~i a Id errc . your adapinblllty, willingness "bossiness"), a lawyer, 
, ' to alter plans and per- statesman, selentist (medicine / ~ ~ I  L~1~ _ r ; i~  ' ~ .  J 9"  ~. .  - [ ~ .... , 
~lO . . . .  --I ,~te " theati'lcalperfurmur.Bii.fl~te I ' " , ' . . . .  T ' ' : ~,' }'* : . "  '~ : , , I~  ' : " , . ,~"  ~. . ;  : . . . .  
(Oct. 24t0 Nov. 22) - t .~  of: Thomas J.efferson, 3rd 
Face,realiUes and correct Pres.. U.S.A.; Lily Pens, ............................................................................... 
~ L  ~ wl~o cares enough about her to make rules and stick with FOR YOUR SPRI l i6 .  * " ' " : :  ! 
them. There should be more parent's like pOpI " " ~  . . . .  L EA6UE~ ......,Q wI-" I 
• DEAR ABBY: You were way off base todefend the lazy 
• Grandma who gave her  grandchildren' checks for B .c . . .  t~,~msavlrt 
BFABCDBFGD (AUg. 24 to'Sept. 23) .~% friends and azsoclates, you ure 
Yesterday'e 
CALLED ~t lP I~ NHIH~. 
Tibia 
The Cryptequip is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
wiilequal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is acoo piished'by trial and error. 
Christmas. 
)rives Carefully, 
rhanks tO Parents 
By Abigail Van Buren 
~) 1978 by Chicago Trii0une.N.Y. News Synd. Inc. 
It's obvious that you haven't lived with small children 
for some time. A check means absolutely nothing to a small 
child. But I~l tell you what it means to a small child's 
mother. It means she has TO make a trip TO the bank, and 
then a trip to the stere TO buy something with the money. 
That ~sually means dragging the kids along with her. 
That may not sotind like much of a hardship, but working 
around the children's naps, it would take my whole day to 
do.it.. " 
I can think of a lot of ways I would rather spend my time 
than doing my mother-in.law's shoppingl  
DEAR ABBY: This is in regard tO the letter signed b~y NO CHECKS, PLEASE 
POP, who warned his 16-year-old daughter that if she was  DEAR NO: If the gifts happen ~to be the right size, the 
arrested for a traffic violation or was involved in an right color and exactly what the children need or 
accident, that was her fault, he would take away .her want--wanderfull But what if ihey aren't? Wouldn't you 
driving privileges for a year. The daughter complained rather have a check than the chore of exchanging 
about the severity of the penalty, and POP asked for your the gifts? t (Most mothers are more familiar than 
THE "IZ~14 1 UVED IN,... 
W N I L I  
W~ ~,o ~AL~.,... 
• . , .* ,. 
e.~ 
"iTle ~ ONL.Y' 
DOONESBURY 
AND 5~ 7t~TCtlIP? ~f,51E 
by Garry Trudeau 
opin ion. .  
Well, I am also 16, and when I became eligible for a 
driver's license, my parents gave me a similar warning. At 
first I thought hey were wrong, but now I realize that 
they were right. I drive defensively, always watching out 
[or the other guy, and I've yet to have an auto accident or 
get a parking ticket. ' .' 
I agree with you, POP's decision was a little too harsh. 
But fortunately, the girl only hit a post. What if she had hit 
~nother car? 
SIXTEEN AND SAFE 
DF..AR SL~TEEN' li=ad on for more op!nlo.ns of POP's 
letter: 
DEAR ABBY: I am 15, the oldest of five, and a licensed 
~river. If POP takes your advice and allows his daughter 
I ~ ~ "  m#~#~ I I ,¢~.,~c/¢/~e#;eee/~7o4~/A 
grandmothers with their chi ldren'sneeds and desires.) I| m'/~r~/e Y~'~/cwo~r" I 1 7~/z~/fm/~//v~ff~o~ 7  
My mail has. been running 20 to one in favor of checks. I- ~ ~/~/ 0/.'8~.~- = I I I: ~ /~-~! I /  ~--~//OeF~..\ 
DEAR A,,BY" FURIOUS must he hidding, She's the, 
ninny who complained because her mother-in-law gave her .,' ~" 
a check and told her to buy something for her kids for 
Christmas from ',Grandma." 
I should be so lucky~ My mother. in. law alks in  ~ • 
MA/~ff-~BU/~Y NffH N/Oi~ YOl# 
empty-handed on Christmas Day to pick up HER giftsl 
Tell FUt~tIOUS I~l be glad to give her my mother.in-law 
if she~ give me hers. 
' FuR Ious  WITH FURIOUS 
, DEAR ABBY: My mother is always on my back about 
something. It's "sit up straight, talk slower, turn down the 
TV, quit picking your face, go do your homework~" 
What's a poor defenseless teennger supposed to do 
700K A PlgCE OF f-P.G~-LINE 
R/RE/~/MTZ~K,/i4~/ 
N 
me because the summers are raiser'able in Miami Beach, f~L~/~A[ I  
. Abby, I hope youwon't  think I'm a terrible daughter, 
but I just can't havethem here for that long. One month 
would be the absolute limit. My mother is a chronic 
AN~ ~-~SA I 
/ re~/~ e~rYoo~w'r l 
C/4~f~/~.. P.ECO~g~/ON I 
I ~, ,~;  I 
Lo drive before her year is up, he~s not very smart. 
When my father sets a ruleand does not enforce it, it's anyway? . . cor~pluiner, mostly about her aches and pains, and my 
father has nothing to do but sit around the house all day iust like breaking a promise. If the girl's morn thought HASSLED and w.ait for meals~ 
POP's rule was too harsh when he made it, bhe should 
My husband has ne~,er complainedwhen they have have spoken up at the time. I agree, ayear  is too long, but DEAR HASSLED: Sit up straight, talk slower, turn visited us before, because he knows they love seeing our 
)ace POP made the rule he should have stuck with it. ~ down ithe TV,. quit picklng, your face, or go do your children, but he feels the same as I do about having them 
LeNA H/homework. here all summer• We don't have a guest room. Our children 
DEAR ABBY: I disagree that POP's punishment was DEAR ABBY: This for the person wl~o was looking,for, inconvenient.d°uble up and we make room that way, but i t 's  very 
, an alternate TO the traditional cngars handed out on the M father sa s the lane fare is too ex • o hardh. If he doesnt stick to his guns, his daughter will -r i  . . . .  ~ . " y y p '. pensive to come 
have no respect for him. I think the minimum age' for ar~e~h°~ : ;e  ~ 7:s~Y~)ctober and hein . . for only one month. 
trivers should be 18. It would take a bunch of these idiot hd~Vno in._n.., nYs . . . .  = ~, _ , . . g a non-smoKer:el Please tell me how to handle this. There is no way I can 
dds off our streets and highways. I work near a high bo~ed t~'ee ~ozen°e a.,~na~g~ °uc~' cl"g'~'s~ ms~a.o,,my wile have them in our home for four months. 
gg a w om r r  ~ A u i l t , ,  on each , ,, mhool and I see the stupid things those kids in ears pull . . . . .  h - - ink . . . . . . . . . . .  ' THEIR TERRIBLE DAUGHTER , one wj~ u p xm~ ~lppoa pen wary day. rts no wonder the death rate among teens from . . . . .  ?. . . . .  7. ' 
rote accidevts is so high. . . it mane a great mt re,one grace. DEAR DAUGHTER: Be honest. Tell them you can 
accommodate them for a month in your home, but no .You should have,c0ngratulated POP. on his wise decision BeN G.I GRANADA HILLS, CALIF. longer. If you can affordto put them up in a nearby motel, nstead Of Saying, Lewer the penalty this time but if it , 
, " • by all means do it; perhaps then they will feel that the trip mppens again, lower the boom." ' , DEAR BeN: Considering that an "egg" started the would Justify the planelfare, 
". AGAINST TEEN DRIVERS whole thing, you hatched a great ideal 
DI~AIt--A'--" AUI~X:~'-~'" now'" oare" you rove ~ . . . . . . .  ,ucn irr-s-onsil)lee p . CONFIDENTIAL' TO "J" and "F"'.-What parente leave 
' ' " ~-"  ~" "i ° "h r la s down the'law to IN their children is far more important han what they mvlce to FUYT A conscien~ cue mc e y , . . . .  ,~n ,h~-- 
ds daughter and you adwse him to back dew I DEAR ABB~' How ': ' 
• " " " - u know how man" ' can I tell 'my parents without His (laughter .was mc~y, uo yo Y" n lr f ella h ~^~ ...,~. ^ c.~,,^.i. ,4~ • . . . .  ,~o.~ .. . . . . .  ~ ~,, ;-comnetent hurti g the e gs t at they cannot come and spend the 
'o"~,,"~,-'~-~;',,v~'~.~;~-'~ =~n~r~iv~le~es~fo'r a v~ear is entire summer with us? (And I  mean from May 1st until ~.....~, ...,--.- ~w.:.o dr ,  o r o ~, c_.,^..:t.~ r ,.,.t ' 
m~ too swore a penalty. . ' .~ °~v~"'u~ "°"'~ . 
. . tho~ " t~. .  ~mnl . ln  ~,hm;t the  severity ~:~f the The other day my father phoned from Florida to tell me 
m.q~'~'~nt'/'t'h'e ~u"~%'~r s~ou!-d thank ~od fo~ a father that they were coming to spe.d the whole summer with 
And don't" fee ! gul l ty iA third of a ye.ar is a sentence. 
DEAR ABBY: Diner, read your column' tool Referring" 
to a recent letter from a woman with an impotent husband 
who "ogles" all the other women: Let me say that some 
impotent men perform like champions in the company of 
a more understanding and sexually imaginatfve woman. '/it. '. ~ _ 
• , .  M ,D .  IN OREGON '~'our stupid manager from work came over DEAR M.D., So what else is new? Such men, however, 
are not actually "impotent," they are merely unstimulated, to see how yov were so I told 'h,m to get  lost." 
' J J J J J J  
i ¸ ;? 
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Cancer  c lus ters  a co inc idence?  
(AP) -- When fifth- 
grader Jeff Schiff moved 
from industrial Belleville 
to this residential 
borough last year, he 
thought he was coming to 
a clean, nice neigh- 
borhood. N~w, after 16 
cancer cases have been 
discovered in andnnear 
his elementary.school, he
is uncertain. 
"You don't know what 
to do ,~bout it," Jeff said. 
"You could be next." 
Most children at the 
Pierrepont elementary 
school take the cancer 
scare and its association 
with their school in their 
stride. Some even joke 
about it. 
But one girl told scmool 
principal Anna Amorelli: 
,'We joke about it, but 
really we realize it's 
serious." 
Hodgkin',s disease among 
It is serious enough to children andyoung adults 
prompt a dozen in- in the last three years. 
vestigators from local Eleven of the cases 
and state health agencies 
to take air and soil 
samples and start an 
environmental and in- 
dustrial survey, n 
The mysterious cluster 
of cases came to light 
after the mother of a 
leukemia  v ic t im 
were centred in 
Rutherford, a tree-lined 
bedroom suburb with 
20,802 residents eight 
miles west of Times 
Square in New Yo~;k. The 
remaining five patients 
lived in surrounding 
communities. 
presented a list of eases Twoof the 16 vidtims 
to school officials, died-- Jimmy Cleffi and 
CASES CONFIRMED Wesley Van Winkle, both 
The list was passed on students at the 
to the local board of ,PcerrepontSchool. In all, 
health, which confirmed six of the persons 
16 cases of leukemia and stricken with leukemia 
attended the school. 
Coincidence? No one 
knows. Health experts 
are looking for a common 
denominator pmong the 
victims. 
They also are checking 
statistics to see just how 
unusual this level of in- 
cidence' of cancer is. 
Similar clusters have 
been found in Niles, Ill.; 
Elmwood, Wis. 
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